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Safety concernsfor
Brantford campus
Student safety threatened during
Orientation Week festivities;
Campus Commissioner demands
improved security measures
CAITLIN HOWLETT
Editor-in-Chief
Wielding a hockey stick dur-
ing Orientation Week fes-
tivities at the Brantford campus, a
local man's outburst has raised
concerns about safety for stu-
dents.
On September 6, a man was
running around Victoria Park
attempting to poke students with
a hockey stick, according to
Brantford Campus
Commissioner, Sara Neziol.
"I was worried about the safe-
ty of the students he was yelling
at," she said. The man was
steered away by the eventual
presence of Dave Prang,
Brantford's Residence Life
Coordinator. Neziol said Prang
didn't say anything to the uniden-
tified man, but his presence was
enough to send the man fleeing.
The police were called and noti-
fied of the disturbance.
Third year Brantford student,
Matt Cutting, reported the same
man to be shooting rocks at the
building with his hockey stick
while screaming profanities. The
man apparently was upset about
the building that is to be torn
down and replaced with Laurier
Brantford's new student centre.
"He didn't like the fact that
Laurier was getting everything in
the downtown core," said
Cutting, based on some of the
uttering he had heard from the
man.
Cutting said he felt threatened
only when the man started getting
close to the group of students
involved in the barbecue that was
raising money for Shinerama.
Cutting estimated that the man
came within 10 to 15 feet of the
group of volunteers, students and
parents. "1 had my cell phone and
almost phoned the police," said
Cutting, but authorities had
already been contacted before he
could do the same.
"I was worried about
the safety of the
students he was
yelling at."
- Sara Neziol. Brantford's Campus
Commissioner
The man returned on
Wednesday and once again inter-
rupted the orientation of students
during their movie night.
But the
creepy man
is the least of
Brantford Campus' security prob-
lems.
On Tuesday, local youth were
sighted smoking marijuana dur-
ing a barbecue that was being put
on by the Brant Community
Church, and that same night, a
student's truck was stolen from a
local parking garage.
Students last year were sub-
jected to "aggressive" pan han-
dling, open drug use, fighting and
even incidents of public inter-
course wrote Neziol in an email
to The Brantford Expositor. The
email was also sent to The Con!
Weekly and Steven Welker,
President of Wilfrid Laurier
University Students' Union,
Neziol bluntly said in a phone
interview that these re-occurring
incidents in the park are "nasty."
Cutting agreed that there are
constantly people in the park
smoking marijuana and that the
number of homeless people may
make some students and passers-
by feel threatened. His suggested
solution is to increase patrolling
or have some sort of security
force beyond the police.
On Tuesday Neziol along
with Prang and Anthonv Piscitelli
the WLUSU Vice President:
University Affairs, met with the
Police Services Board in
Brantford to discuss security
issues.
Piscitelli felt their concerns
were "very well received." and
pointed out that Brantford police
in general have been "really
receptive to any issues the stu-
dents have brought forward."
Four major areas of concern
addressed during the meeting
yesterday: increasing the number
of downtown beat officers, ban-
ning dogs in Victoria Park,
decreasing illegal activities in the
Park, and improving lighting and
establishing security poles.
A police presence is expected
to increase over the course of the
next week, said Piscitelli, while
he estimated the other major
issues would start to take shape
over the course of the next year.
Brantford Mayor Mike Hancock,
asked the student representatives
to write a letter to the city council
about banning dogs from the Park
and, according to Piscitelli, was
very open to the idea of banning
dogs from that particular area.
Piscitelli said that the conditions
in the Park were known by
Hancock who sits on [he Police
Services Board.
A separate security force was
established for the Brantford
campus but Piscitelli informed
The Cord Weekly that a small
blaze beside the Odeon building
has left the security task force
dealing with water and smoke
damage and making sure the
building is operational.
Additional security comes in the
form of Brantford's own Foot
Patrol. Last year
the campus had
approximately 40 Foot volun-
teers, and Neziol hopes that the
number will reach 60 this year.
Oh Canada!
Jennifer Asselin
WUf's patrons practiced their celebratory form just half an hour
before Canada beat Finland 3 - 2 in the World Cup of Hockey.
Celebrations continued on University Avenue and King Street
where many drivers continuously honked their horns while pas-
sengers waved Canadian flags celebrating the win.
April Cunningham
After an unusually coid summer, Laurier students were welcomed back to campus with blue skies and
relatively warm temperatures for the first two days of classes.
Inconvenience expected
with AC renovations
Temporary
relocation of
cardio and
weight rooms
APRIL CUNNINGHAM
News Editor
Students will have to deal with
sparsely located fitness equip-
ment and classes until September
2005, when a $2.1 million reno-
vation to the Athletic Complex is
scheduled to be complete.
"There's no question it's an
inconvenience," says Peter
Baxter, Director of Athletics and
Recreation. '"That's the nature of
construction."
To
prepare for construction of
the improved facility, the cardio
and weight rooms were forced to
relocate. Cardio machines have
been moved to a double class-
room on the second level which
overlooks the gymnasium while
free weights have been moved
into one of the squash courts.
This leaves only one court free
for use by faculty and students.
Heavy squat racks and dumb-
bells over 50 pounds have been
moved to the newly acquired
Northdale Campus on Hazel
Street.
Please see AC page 2
"This is a very small
niche of
user groups," says Baxter who
calls these weight-lifters "high
end users." To compensate for
some, heavy weights will be
available in the squash court
location.
But a large number of instruc-
tional users will need to trek to
Northdale for fitness classes such
as pilates, dance and yoga. Baxter
says the gymnasium at
Northdale, which used to be a
high school is much brighter and
change rooms are accessible.
"It's never a perfect
science, but it's a lot
smoother than I
anticipated."
- Peter Baxter, Director of
Athletics and Recreation
"We wanted to cater to the
broadest base of students," says
Baxter. "It's never a perfect sci-
ence, but it's a lot smoother than
I anticipated," he says, referring
to the transition.
While Lauder students wait
for what Baxter says will be the
"best facility in a Canadian uni-
versity" he says his staff will be
trained to help clarify any confu-
sion over where to go. They hope
to post drawings of the proposed
architectural changes but Baxter
believes that once people get into
the habit of the newly situated
equipment and classes, there
won't be any problems.
"It's important to show them
the vision," says Baxter.
The new addition to the AC
will expand the fitness facility to
about triple its current size. There
will be sectioned-off spaces
for
cardiovascular machines, free
weights and APEX weights that
were purchased in 1998 with
$40,000 of Alumni funding.
There will be more than twice as
many machines available for use.
The location of the Hawk
Desk will be moved upstairs for
improved security purposes and a
help desk will also be located
centrally in the fitness area.
Students working at the desk will
be available as a resource and
will provide personal information
on how to work out, says Baxter.
"This group will have the
pulse year by year of what stu-
dents want," he says. "Students
have a lot of solutions."
In addition to free personal
assistance, help desk workers will
be able to offer nutritional advice.
All this will be supported in part
by a capital student fee.
"Everything they had
last year is really
housed in a different
configuration."
- Peter Baxter, Director of
Athletics and Recreation
Baxter says that in 1998 when
the most recent renovation was
made to the AC, the capital fee
was implemented for students.
"At the time, the student gov-
ernment saw that this was some-
thing we knew we'd grow into, so
that made it available to us to not
increase the fee for current stu-
dents," he says. So even if the
$2.1 million renovation was not
to take place, the student fee
would have remained constant.
"You have a student card, and
we better deliver," says Baxter.
But for the duration of this
year where students must use a
limited number of machines for
the massive growth that has
occurred since the '98 renova-
tions, Baxter is convinced that
students will not drift to other
facilities such as GoodLife or
Exclusively Women's Fitness.
"Everything they had last year
is really housed here in a different
configuration. So I don't think
we'll lose as many as would be
predicted."
Whether or not students are
inspired by plans for the changes
to come next September, there is
still a full year to get through
until that improvement comes to
life. And the same students who
have borne the grunt of the dou-
ble cohort will have yet another
inconvenience to endure at
Laurier.
Approximate Number of AC users:
increase in AC use
from 1998 to 2004 1998 2004
Fitness facility
30Q 180Q
users:
Instructional users: 450 3000
Team members: 200 575
Bryn Boyce
The Athletic Complex will experience a $2.1 million addition to the
fitness facilities by next September but students must deal with
inconveniences in the mean time.
April Cunningham
The makeshift location for cardio fitness is less than spacious unlike
previous incarnations of the room.
News
DAWB has 'major needs'
Changing academic needs and
decrepit state urge DAWB update
ROBERT BENNETT
Cord News
The
old Dr. Alvin Woods
Building may be a cherished
piece of Laurier history, but it
ain't pretty. The University has
acknowledged its obsolete state
and is currently seeking to refur-
bish the 1970 building. However,
the renovations - an expected six
million dollar investment - is on
hold until government funding
can be approved.
The building's need of reno-
vation is evident throughout the
interior and exterior. It is clear
that the DAWB is a victim of
neglect. In fact, simple damage
such as discoloured pillars, blem-
ish-ridden walls and chipped tiles
has created an atmosphere remi-
niscent of high school. Time has
ravaged this building and now
hinders its restoration as funding
is being considered by the gov-
ernment.
Simple damage has
created an
atmosphere
reminiscent of high
school.
The rationale for breathing
fresh air into the oldest academic
building at Laurier stems from
the need to adapt to "changing
academic needs," says University
President, Dr. Robert. Rosehart.
He summed
up
the whole situa-
tion when he incisively remarked
the DAWB is in "major need of
rebuild."
The proposed renovations
consist of a deferred maintenance
plan which will upon approval,
begin upgrading ventilation sys-
tems and matching space to aca-
demic needs. If funding permits,
Rosehart told The Cord Weekly
that construction will be done
during the summer so as to not
disturb classes. Unfortunately, it
is too soon to speculate when ren-
ovations can begin.
Rosehart explained that focus
is on the overhaul of the Athletic
Complex. Construction for that
is set to commence mid October.
News Bite
Domestic Dispute
FRASER KING
News Editor
Officers from Waterloo's
Special Response Unit were dis-
patched to 430 Hazel Street at
approximately two in the after-
noon on September 14.
The incident centred around
a domestic dispute involving a
firearm registered man. When
the police were unsuccessful in
dealing with the man the special
unit was called in.
While the special unit was
active, Hazel Street was closed
and residents were asked to
remain in their homes.
The special unit entered the
residence and the man surren-
dered to the police who seized
two firearms and some marijua-
na. The man is being charged
with assault and unsafe storage
of a firearm.
Cord
clippings
National
PM Martin vows to handle
aboriginal health crisis
In an effort to narrow the gap in
health status between aborigi-
nals and the rest of Canadians,
the federal government is offer-
ing a $700 million package that
will go toward improving abo-
riginal health services. A 2003
Stats Canada study revealed
that almost half of natives liv-
ing off reserves reported chron-
ic health issues. At a First-
Ministers conference in Ottawa,
PM Paul Martin recognized the
health problems faced by native
peoples, and says that his pro-
gram will be flexible and
responsive to aboriginal needs.
Provincial
Ontario highways to get
super-sized
Ontario Transportation Minister
Harinder Takhar has announced
that highways 403 and 404 of
the GTA will be widened in the
hopes of reducing traffic con-
gestion. A high-occupancy
vehicle lane, reserved for cars
carrying two or more people,
will be added to both the 403
and the 404 by the fall of 2005.
Local
RIM ready to take-off
The Waterloo-based technology
company Research In Motion
has been especially active as of
late, as RIM prepares to launch
their first consumer-targeted
product. The wireless e-mail
device Blackßerry 7100t is set
for release in October. RIM
have also announced an
expanded licensing agreement
with Nokia, and have recently
inked a promotional deal with
Earthlink Inc., the third largest
internet provider in the U.S.
Compiled bu Adrian Ma
Fitness fanatics await change
Students frustrated with state of
temporary facilities
AC from cover
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Shinerama smacks CF by raising $170,000
Gold Sabretooths pounce on
competition; Shinerama total
exceeds all expectations
BLAIR FORSYTH-STARK
Staff Writer
O
dentation Week came to an
end this past Saturday with
over a thousand tired first year
students and volunteers gathered
on Willison Field for the Closing
Ceremonies. Scheduled to begin
at B:3opm, the festivities were
delayed while Shinerama volun-
teers continued to count the
money raised during Orientation
Week.
Shortly after 9:oopm the cere-
monies began with Sanya
Gmjicic, WLUSU Vice President
of Student Activities, congratu-
lating all of the participants and
proclaiming to a group of cheer-
ing students that "Laurier has the
number one O-Week program in
all of Canada."
She went on to thank all of the
volunteers who helped make O-
week possible and passed the
microphone along to O-Week
Coordinator Jess Harrison, who
also thanked the many volun-
teers.
Finally, what all students
were waiting for, the announce-
ment of the colour team results.
Jennifer Kitching, O-Week
Activities Coordinator took to the
mic to announce the highly antic-
ipated results. Although the
Green Pterodactyls and the Blue
Mammoths received honourable
mentions for their participation in
such activities as the Regatta
Games and The Price is Right, it
was the Gold Sabretooths who
were victorious, having raised the
most money for Shinerama and
having fully participated in all of
the O-Week events.
As the cheering subsided, it
was Warren Lowe, this year's
Shinerama Coordinator, who was
next to speak, delivering the news
that most volunteers were waiting
for: the Shinerama totals. He
began by telling the crowd that
not only was their goal
($150,150) higher than last years,
($123,456) but that they also had
500 less first-year students.
But against many odds,
Laurier students were able to
raise over $170,000 for Cystic
Fibrosis (CF) through Shinerama
this year. Upon hearing the news
of the totals, the crowd of volun-
teers near the stage erupted in a
sea of hugs and tears.
"It feels great," said first year
Business Administration student
Allan Hill, who shined at the
LCBO on King Street.
Shinerama is a fundraiser that
started at Laurier in 1961 by one
student who wanted to raise
money for charity by shining
shoes. In 1964, Shinerama
became involved in helping to
raise money
for the fight against
Cystic Fibrosis, and this year
marks the 40th anniversary at
Wilfrid Laurier.
Although most Canadian uni-
versities now participate in
Shinerama, Laurier has raised the
most
money for the past three
years in the fight against CF of
any other Canadian university.
"There was some
pressure,"
- Warren Lowe, Shinerama
Coordinator
When asked if he felt any
pressure to keep this tradition
alive, Warren Lowe mentioned
that although "there was some
pressure," he was just focused on
raising as much as possible for
CF. Lowe also mentioned that at
a conference for Shinerama
Coordinators, all of the represen-
tatives from other universities
"looked up to Laurier as being the
best school with regards to
Shinerama."
This year, Lowe implemented
several changes that may have
helped Laurier to surpass its goal.
In an effort to focus more on
washing cars, Lowe and his vol-
unteers were able to get 44 sites
to agreb to provide access to
water and the majority of the
shining supplies were donated
this year.
In order to help Shinerama
remain as successful in future
years, Lowe said, "the main thing
I want to do in the future is set up
a good transition so that next
year's committee will be all set."Contributed Photo
O-Week volunteers made first
years jump through hoops in the name
of fun and charity.
Erin Moore
Jubilant first years rallied and cheered as the Bling Bling competition
raised thousands for Shinerama.
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BagO'Crime
CAUSE DISTURBANCE
11:50pm, Monday Sept. 6
Officers responded to a report
of a fight on Mid Campus Dr.
The two parties involved were
spoken to and warned about
their conduct.
Shitty Crime of the Week:
MISCHIEF
Monday Sept. 6
Person(s) unknown wrote some
graffiti on the board in a class-
room in the Peters Building and
spread human excrement on the.
floor. No suspects.
MOTOR VEHICLE COLLI-
SION
9:ooam, Tuesday Sept. 7
Security investigated a vehicle
collision in the parking lot at
the Northdale Campus. There
were no injuries.
DRUGS POSSESSION
9:54pm, Tuesday Sept. 7
Residence staff reported that
they had found three students
smoking a marijuana "joint" in
front of the King St. Residence.
The matter is being dealt with
by residence staff.
FALSE FIRE ALARM
11:05pm, Tuesday Sept. 7
Person(s) unknown activated a
pull station on the fourth floor
of Bricker Residence. Waterloo
Fire Department responded and
no sign of smoke or fire was
found.
SUSPECTED DRUGS
I:4oam, Wednesday Sept. 8
Officers responded to a call
from residence staff regarding
the possible use of marijuana in
a unit at Conestoga House. On
arrival the officers could not
detect any odour of marijuana.
SUSPICIOUS PERSONS
3:o7am, Wednesday Sept. 8
Officers responded to a report
of several non-WLU males loi-
tering in the parking lot at
University Place. On arrival no
one was found.
UNAUTHORIZED SOLIC-
ITING
11:15am, Wednesday Sept. 8
A non-WLU male was evicted
from campus and issued a tres-
pass warning after he was
observed attempting to sell hair
care products to students in the
Nichols Centre Quad.
POSSESSION OF STOLEN
PROPERTY
12:45am, Thursday Sept. 9
While on patrol officers
observed a stop sign in a win-
dow at Conrad Hall. Residence
staff were informed and investi-
gation continues.
PERSONAL INJURY ACCI-
DENT
7:3lpm, Thursday Sept. 9
Four students sustained minor
ankle injuries at the Athletic
Complex when the bleachers
were activated to close. It did
not appear that an ambulance
was required but they were
taken to hospital to be checked.
ATTEMPT THEFT
I:lsam, Friday Sept. 10
Person(s) unknown attempted
to remove one of the golf carts
used during orientation week.
No suspects.
THEFT UNDER $5000
10:59am, Friday Sept. 10
A staff member reported that a
male had stolen her wallet from
her office in the Science
Building. A description of a
suspect was obtained but he
could not be located. The sus-
pect is described as African-
Canadian, sft llin, with a slim
build.
THEFT
2:3opm, Friday Sept. 10
A non-WLU male was arrested
and charged for stealing a multi
card reader from the Public
Affairs office.
MEDICAL ASSIST
11:20pm, Friday Sept. 10
Officers, Fire Department and
Ambulance Services responded
to the Athletic Complex after
receiving a report of a student
experiencing difficulty breath-
ing. Oxygen was administered
and her breathing brought
under control. The student
refused to be transported to
hospital.
TRESPASS - FAIL TO
LEAVE
I:4oam, Saturday Sept. 11
Officers attended at the rear of
Bricker Residence in response
to a complaint from residence
staff that some male students
would not leave the area after
being requested to do so. The
two males were spoken to,
warned and sent on their way.
MEDICAL ASSIST
I:sspm, Saturday Sept. 11
Officers responded to a call
from a student residing at 209
Regina who was concerned
after being stung by a bee.
There were no signs of an aller-
gic reaction and the student was
advised to call if his condition
changed.
MISCHIEF
2:45am, Sunday Sept. 4
Officers responded to a report
of a broken window at
MacDonald House. The person
responsible was identified and
the matter will be sent to the
Judicial Affairs Council.
During this time period, 8
warnings and 3 provincial
offense notices were issued for
liquor act violations.
Accident rocks Hickory Street
Miranda Macdonald
Emergency crews arrive on the scene at intersection of Hickory and Hazel streets just one block from
WLU at approximately 6:00 pm September 14. No information regarding injuries s available.
Around this time in Wilfrid
Laurier History
I Wilfs offers food
'September of 1993 saw Will's
I begin to offer food, as opposed to
just beer and snacks. The new
menu included pizza, burgers,
wings and a host of other deli-
cious dishes. The cost of the new
menu was about $40,000 which
was used to buy new ovens and
ventilation systems. Impressive
early returns seemed to suggest
that the student body thought the
food was a great addition to their
beloved bar.
Birth control for health plan
The September 14, 1989 issue of
The Cord Weekly reported that
the University Affairs office of
WLUSU was considering adding
the birth control pill to the stu-
dent health plan. They were tak-
ing a survey of the student popu-
lation to decide whether it was in
the students' best interest. The
move would make the health
plan more expensive to students
and it was not known how many
students would actually benefit
from the service. A similar sur-
vey was conducted
in 1986,
where students flatly rejected the
idea of adding the pill to the plan.
WLUSA on strike
September of 2002 saw WLUSA
on strike, creating all sorts of
headaches to students. Most of
the student services around cam-
pus were still operational, but
with severely reduced staff. This
gave new meaning the WLU slo-
gan, We Line Up.
Compiled by Andrew Duggan
News
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The Cord Weekly Blueprint
Since 1926, The Cord Weekly has been the number one source of The Blueprint magazine is a full-colour magazine distributed free of
news and information for the students of Laurier. Every week charge to all Laurier students. This publication will be produced six
expect The Cord to reflect the issues, views and concerns of stu- times this year and focuses on topics that stretch beyond the bor-
dents at Laurier. ders of Laurier. The Blueprint is also distributed nationally at a
minimal cost to its readers.
For more information, email cord@wlusp.com
For more information, email blueprint@wlusp.com
wtu'er student kandbssk Clublaurier.ca
The WLU'er is a student handbook and agenda disributed free of Clublaurier is Laurier's official Online Community. It features The
charge to Laurier students by Student Publications. A copy is Cord Weekly online content, discussion forums, photo galleries, stu-
included with every O-week kit and will be invaluable in your time
dent artwork, games, as well as articles and investigative reports
at Laurier. only found at clublaurier.ca.
For more information, email wluer@wlusp.com For more information email clublaurier@wlusp.com
The Phone Cord
„1 ne Keystone & Coupon Clip
The keystone yearbook as been preserving the student history of In early fall, The Phone Cord will be distributed across c ampus,
Laurier since 1958. This 200-page photographic book compiles all listing the phone numbers of students, staff, and faculty at Laurier.
I of the school events over the year into a professional book that is It is a handy tool when you need to get a hold of someone in one of
available for purchase, as well as being included in the graduation your classes or if you need to contact a professor for help. It also
photo sitting fee. included coupons and valuable savings from businesses around
Laurier.
For more information, email keystone@wlusp.com
For more information, email phonecord@wlusp.com
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Editorial
Proactively secure
Brantford student safety
Shifty Sereda
Arts Editor
I can almost see the police car
driving slowly up the abandoned
street at dusk after all the citizens
have retreated to their homes. A
composed voice booms over the
loudspeaker, "Brantford Laurier
students: remain calm. There is a
man with a hockey stick on the
loose. If you see him, return to
your residence and call the
authorities. You will be able to
recognize him by the crazy glint
that flickers in his eye when he
sees purple and/or gold."
Laurier Brantford's Campus
Commissioner, Sara Neziol, has
identified a number of "security
concerns" wreaking havoc in
Brantford, a devastation that is
similar to the one Godzilla visited
on Tokyo. Indeed, the concerns
listed, including a man with a
hockey stick interrupting O-
Week, some local youths smok-
ing marijuana, one instance of
vehicular theft, "aggressive" pan-
handling, heckling, unwelcome
pit bull sniffings, as well as pub-
lic fighting and sexual inter-
course, may sound like hysterical
ravings to a big city K-W student.
Pouncing on these problems
and identifying them as security
concerns that need to be dis-
cussed with both the Brantford
Regional Police and Brantford
City Council is actually an entire-
ly justifiable course of action.
Instead of ignoring the neigh-
bourhood security risks, Neziol is
maximizing them as a way to
proactively make the Brant
Laurier community a safer one.
Waterloo students may scoff
at Brantford's situation because
we live in an environment where
crime is commonplace. Bearing
witness to public violence in
Waterloo is far less of a concern
than being victim to beatings that
have left many hospitalized. The
local youths who smoke marijua-
na in Waterloo are far less threat-
ening than the star Laurier run-
ning back who tests positive for
cocaine metabolites the same
week he is arrested on five
charges related to an attempted
murder. Female students face
sexual harassment while walking
up and down both the busy and
quiet streets near the University.
Worse still, sexual assaults were
frequently attempted and perpe-
trated on young women last fall.
Combined, these security
risks led to severe unrest in the
Laurier community, eventually
making security a student elec-
tion issue. Rather than waiting for
Brantford's downtown to be can-
vassed by police in search of a
rape suspect, however, Neziol is
reacting early to criminal and
delinquent behaviour. Instead of
waiting for students to feel
uncomfortably threatened in their
surroundings or keeping attempts
at sexual assault in the Turret
quiet, Brantford's student gov-
ernment is promoting student
safety as a way of helping the
community prosper.
Security concerns in
Brantford could have been fore-
casted long ago. With its main
residence at the edge of one of the
most run-down areas in the city
and the main campus building
located across from a park and an
alley where homeless youth tend
to congregate, Laurier Brantford
is surrounded by impoverish-
ment, which often breeds crimi-
nal activity. In spite of the neigh-
bourhood, Laurier set up another
headquarters there, in hopes that
upstanding university students
would improve their surround-
ings.
So far, that plan is working in
Brantford. The student popula-
tion at least doubles every year,
which along with a charity casino
and a highway expansion, has
helped Brantford's economy
improve. The downtown, which
was allegedly cursed by
Aboriginals, is beginning to show
signs of a facelift as well as some
radical reconstruction. In other
areas of Brantford, business is
booming. Neziol feels that the
introduction of more students,
along with the recently estab-
lished Foot Patrol
program,
will
increase student safety.
If Brantford City Council and
the Police Services Board work
with Brantford students before
more dangerous crimes occur,
criminal activity will be deterred.
Incoming students will be social-
ized to university life in a safe
environment and will be more
likely to involve themselves with
groups like Foot Patrol than in
criminal activities if their peers
have done so beforehand.
Student safety needs to be a
priority early on, before the stu-
dent population soars and pulls
the crime rate along with it.
The rise of a student ghetto is
feared by residents and municipal
governments in university towns
and it prevents students from
enjoying the full benefits of their
communities. In Waterloo, stu-
dent housing is limited and
expensive because City Council
fears the emergence of a student
ghetto.
If student safety is to be
increased and student delinquen-
cy limited by Brantford's exten-
sion of WLUSU, then Neziol and
her volunteers will have to put a
great effort into eradicating crim-
inal activity before it spreads.
The first step is admitting that
there is a problem, no matter how
small or large it is.
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Online registration is
just not enough
Clearly the administration's
first steps into the 21st cen-
tury fell just a little too short this
year.
Despite the painfully overdue
introduction of a university-wide
online course registration feature
this summer, the first days of
face-to-face registration in the
Theatre Auditorium was as chaot-
ic an event as one could imagine.
Lines snaked from the T.A. to
the doors of IEI. That's right, all
the way through the Dining Hall
and past the Solarium.
Every year students dread the
possibilty of a last-minute class
cancellation, like the English
department's popular "Queer
Theory" course, which inevitably
sends them to the early
September line ups seeking a new
class.
Business got it bad. Multiple
hour waits and the early exit of
SBE support staff meant that stu-
dents had to return to the next
morning to try it all again.
If you found yourself waiting
for OSAP at 202 Regina, you're
not alone. Hundreds of students
waited as long as seven hours to
receive their cheques this week.
It's unreasonable to subject
students to these sort of waits. We
all chuckle when someone whis-
pers "WLU stands for 'We Line
Up," but this past week went too
far.
If the University would only
make some simple and logical
changes to the way they organize
these heavy traffic registration
days, they could avoid these
inconveniences and headaches.
Don't make the two biggest
faculties line up together, extend
. online registration deadlines and
set up multiple kiosks to handle
the predictably busy days.
It only make sense. Students
begrudgingly handle the Turret's
line up,
don't make us do it for
classes too.
Shilling charitable work
Love it or hate it, O-Week has
one irrefutably noble cause. The
Canadian Cystic Fibrosis
Foundation's Shinerama cam-
paign, now 40 years old, is some-
thing that we as Laurier students
can be proud of as a home-grown,
high impact event.
Since its inception in 1961,
Laurier has led the way consis-
tently posting big numbers for the
charity displaying our coopera-
tive abilities.
After a record-breaking
$183,000 campaign last year with
the bloated double cohort class,
this year
44 Shinerama volun-
teers just refused to say quit.
Despite having nearly 600
fewer students involved in this
year's drive, Laurier netted the
top spot with $170,000 followed
by Ottawa and Carleton
Universities.
One particularly successful
Shinerama fundraiser was the
auction in which the top prize, a
Laurier parking pass, went for a
close-to-market price of $650...
The resounding success of
Shinerama at Laurier these last 40
years and the steadfast dedication
of thousands of students and K-W
donors deserve our_most sincere
congratulations. Through their
hard work and generosity, Laurier
students are able to meaningfully
give back to a community that so
willingly supports us during our
education.
Brantford directors must
honour their mandates
Brantford WLUSU Directors
Jodi Dam and Nick Murphy have
both curiously defected to the
Waterloo campus for the 2004-
2005 year, despite running on
strongly pro-Brantford platforms
last Spring.
While their curriculum choic-
es may not be criticized, their
mandates remain firmly the
same.
Dam wrote in her platform
that she wants to see Brantford
issues "brought to the forefront of
the WLUSU political spectrum."
Both Dam and Murphy
described themselves as quite
active in the Brantford communi-
ty but now no longer retain the
grassroot perspectives that con-
tributed to their electoral success.
Murphy has pledged to make
"biweekly trips" back to the cam-
pus and stresses he will not neg-
lect it.
In the end, these directors
were more than likely elected for
their unique perspectives on the
Brantford campus and its issues,
their responsibilities and efforts
should still gravitate around those
constituents.
If not, Brantford will be left
by the wayside. Again.
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Opinion
Martin's quick health fix
Martin just lost interest in con-
fronting the ministers on health
Brendan Jones
Guest Columnist
If this is what health care advo-
cates were clamoring for, I
must have missed it.
"Denigrate and downplay the
importance of the First Ministers'
meetings!" they cried.
"Patronize the premiers
before the meeting has even
begun. Patronize them so much
that one premier decides to not
even attend the whole affair!"
"Forget calls to pay for any
new initiatives; why should the
provinces get the seven percent
they need to cover the rising cost
of health care each year, when
you can just cover two percent!"
"Turn the entire process into a
squabble over funding! Offer up
several different figures to the
provinces in the week leading up
to the meetings, all without sup-
porting documentation! We
demand it!"
"Then delay talking about
funding until the last day of the
meeting! Not the second day - the
very last day, dammit! Leaving
the most contentious issue to the
final day will only ensure that no
lucid progress can be made on
reforming health care delivery.
Canadians demand no less!"
Prime Minister Paul Martin
has heard these demands, which,
again, I must have missed.
Striding boldly forth, he has
delivered. Never let it be said he
deals in half measures. In a press
release the day before the June 28
election, The Liberal Party of
Canada said, "Martin has made
health care the number one prior-
ity for the Liberal government
with a promise to increase fund-
ing by nine billion dollars.
Specifically, the PM has
pledged to reduce wait times and
focus on home care. Health care
professionals greeted the ambi-
tious platform with praise. He
will meet with First Ministers'
this summer for as long as it takes
to find a health care fix for a gen-
eration." When Martin talks
about meeting "for as long as it
takes to find a health care fix,"
apparently he is only talking
about three days.
When Martin talks
about meeting for as
long as it takes,
apparently he is only
talking about three
days.
Before June 28, Martin was
willing to impose his will on the
premiers for many moons in
order to deliver the massive
Band-Aid that our publicly fund-
ed health care system needs.
Then he woke up a few weeks
ago and decided it just wasn't that
important anymore. Now, as
Martin told the Canadian Press
on August 25, "What I have said
is this may be done in one meet-
ing, it may be done in a series of
meetings, let's find out how many
meetings it's going to take."
In short, Martin is now back-
ing down from his election prom-
ise to fix health care for a genera-
tion. Instead, he is offering to up
his nine billion-dollar ante to
$13.4 billion in the hopes that the
massive amounts of zeros will
generate equal confusion
amongst the public. As
Newfoundland Premier, Danny
Williams said, "What's on the
table now is scraps. Just
peanuts," when they need $55
billion.
Even apart from not being
able to look Alberta Premier
"Ralph Klein in the eye" as he
said he would, Martin won't even
get to say his
"
unlike Stephen
Harper, I will defend medicare"
bit because Klein decided the
meeting wasn't even worth
attending since they are only
meeting for several short hours.
Presumably by the time your
reading this Martin may have
gone against the wind once again
and delivered the health care fix
that he promised he would if
elected. Of course what he meant
was that if we elected him, we'd
be in a health care fix for a gener-
ation. Never let it be said he isn't
delivering.
For those who would
continue to serve
Don Morgenson
Psychology Professor
In Habits of the Heart, a
provocative study of the central
values that underpin North
American life, Robert Bellah et
al, argue that rampant individual-
ism cuts us off from our sense of
responsibility for the common
good and from the deeper sources
of meaning in our work.
Universities, according to the
authors, have made their own
depressing contribution by foster-
ing a "culture of separation"
whereby a university education
has become an instrument of indi-
vidual careerism providing nei-
ther the personal meaning nor the
civic culture required to sustain a
free and democratic society.
In stark contrast to this
gloomy analysis there stands a
group of distinguished university
faculty members, some of whom
are eager to continue their com-
mitment to students, providing
them with both the meaning and
the civility to stabilize society.
Such a group of teachers are
Professors Emeritae.
Though compulsory retire-
ment is currently being debated
by our Provincial government,
university teachers have normally
retired at age 65.
One of the most dismaying
observations made of academic
retirees is that they have no con-
tinuing involvement on the cam-
puses where they have spent their
professional lives.
What is missing is an organic
link to the university that encour-
ages participation in activities
which foster the growth of
retirees, students, the universities
as well as the wider community.
What has been suggested to
fill this void are Emeritae
Colleges - official entities of the
university which encourage
retirees to continue their service
to the institution and the commu-
nity, keeping their intellectual
abilities and their scholarship
sharp as well as useful.
Emeritae in such formal
organizations can assist in devel-
oping colloquia and special proj-
ects that full-time faculty mem-
bers may not have time to pursue.
They can also act as bridges
between students and teachers,
faculty members and the univer-
sity administrative officers, as
well as between the university
and the community.
These Emeritae faculty have
qualities which give them distinct
advantages: they are not seeking
promotion or tenure; they are not
concerned about merit increases;
they owe no particular loyalties to
deans, committee chairs, vice-
presidents, etc.; they are political-
ly astute and can be open, honest
and helpful in their suggestions.
With the establishment of an
Ontario Universities Emeritae
College it might be possible to
provide retired faculty members a
base and network for continuing
individual creativity and offer the
universities and society in gener-
al, the talents, skills and experi-
ences of a still-vigorous genera-
tion of committed teachers.
Letters to the Editor
The AC fitness centre is
in shambles
cord@wlusp.com
I am currently a fourth year BBA
student and I am writing this to
voice my concerns over the
recent changes that have
occurred at the Athletic
Complex. I found that all of the
equipment was removed from the
two-level facility and relocated
to a squash court and aerobics
room in the Athletic Complex
and the remainder to a location
on Hazel Street near Columbia
and across from Waterloo
Collegiate Institute high school.
There are two major prob-
lems with moving the equipment
to these locations. For one, the
squash courts are much too small
a space for more than five people
to use and two, if you wish to use
a heavier weight (60+ pounds)
you must break between a work-
out and drive or walk to the new
location across from WCI This
location is not yet open and I am
unable to determine when it will
be open.
It is my understanding that
within the Comprehensive
Student Fee there is a portion
which is provided to the support
the Athletic Complex and I
would like to have that amount
returned to me. It is simply not
logical to house the equipment in
two locations. Why not house all
equipment at the
Hazel/Columbia location so it
won't split up a person's work-
out?
Further, I find it astonishing
that this project is getting under-
way at the most inopportune time
available. Would it not have been
a better idea to start construction
and move all the equipment dur-
ing the summer months? Also,
not one person seemed to be
working on the new
extension/renovation of the facil-
ity as of yet. Are we simply wast-
ing more time?
Being a fourth year student I
feel like I am not getting full
value. Not only will I fail to ben-
efit from the new renovation (to
be complete in 8-10 months, I
believe) but I will have to endure
this Athletic Complex chaos! I
have invested a lot of my
resources (financial/personal)
into our school and I am up in
arms about this recent develop-
ment or lack thereof.
I am requesting the athletic
fee be returned to me since I will
now have to resort to purchasing
a membership elsewhere unless
changes are made so that I can
benefit from all the equipment at
the WLU Athletic Complex.
Lee Warrysh
Year 4 - Honours BBA
Re: Athletic Complex -
2004/2005
Dear Lee Warrysh:
On April 30, 2004, WLUSU and
the University agreed to expand
the Athletic Complex Fitness
Centre. This agreement came
after wide consultation with the
Student Governments (WLUSU
and GSA) as well as student-
leaders within the Athletics and
Recreation Program. The project
will essentially triple the space
dedicated to our strength and
conditioning facility.
The construction phase
requires 12 months and is sched-
uled to open September 2005.
Due to the construction we want
to ensure that users are provided
alternative
space to
facilitate
services and equipment during
this phase. The alternative space
was planned in consultation with
WLUSU representatives, athletic
staff and student-leaders within
the Athletic and Recreation
Program. The goal was to pro-
vide at the Athletic Complex
alternative workout facilities that
catered to the broadest cross-sec-
tion of students.
The alternative facilities are
as follows:
1) Athletic Complex:
Second floor double classroom -
Cardio Centre: houses all cardio
equipment previously available
in former space
2) Multi-Purpose Room
Beside Dance Studio - lower
level AC: All strength machines
(body-part workout) previously
housed in the upstairs fitness
center.
3) Converted temporary
Squash Court
Free weight space which
includes Olympic bench press,
preach curl bench, smith
machine for Safety Squat and
dumbbell up to 50 lbs. (The max-
imum of 50 lbs was determined
to protect the Squash-sprung
floor beneath rubber mats of
squash court.) Upon completion
of construction, this area will
return to be an international
squash court.
Northdale Campus: To be
opened Starting Monday,
September 20, 2004
1) Weight Room
Heavy lifting facility with squat
rack and dumbbells. We will be
moving bikes for users in this
facility to accommodate warm-
up and cardio component to work
out.
2) Gym
Will be mainly used for program-
ming area for classes within our
instructional program which has
over 2,500 participants during
the academic year.
The above relocation of
equipment was planned to serv-
ice the majority of student users
within the athletic complex. No
doubt, there are inconveniences
that arise during construction
phases of projects. This is the
reality of construction projects.
In the end, the final result will
benefit students at WLU well
into the future.
The comprehensive student
fee is a compulsory fee and is
non-refundable. This fee was
approved in partnership between
the student governments at WLU
and the University under the
Student Services Advisory
Committee.
Your suggestions regarding
construction updates will be done
over the course of the construc-
tion phase. Currently the project
is at the tendering stage for bid-
ding contractors. However, once
awarded the successful contrac-
tor will begin work in the near
future.
Sincerely,
Peter Baxter
Director Athletics and Recreation
Plagiarism in The Cord
The September 9th issue had a
review on the film Hero by Eric
Chow. In his review comment
under "Cheeky Fact" is striking-
ly similar to a quote from the
September 2004 issue of Maxim
magazine (which was released in
August.)
Mr Chow's quote, "After jet
Li read the script for Hero, he
cried twice (you can make fun of
him at your peril)" is almost
identical to Maxim's quote (page
102) ""I read the script and cried
twice." (Make fun of him at your
peril.)"
Mr. Chow needs to pull his
information from sources other
than one of the most widely read
magazines by students or else be
more subtle in stealing other peo-
ple's work and taking credit for
it.
Brian Ernst,
4th YearStudent
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Todays Non-Politically Correct Word Of The Day: "Retarded"
Where is the love? There's no love.
The word, regardless of
context, is derogatory
Pat Alexander
Guest Columnist
For large proportion
of the students at
Laurier - and likely at most schools -
calling something or someone 'retarded' is
common and accepted. In fact, its range
and commonness have increased over the
past little while. The success of "Let's Get
Retarded" by Black Eyed Peas is not sur-
prising at all but fitting - a classic exam-
ple of reading the wave of pop culture and
producing a likable song.
Even Britney Spears, a former virgin
with real breasts, is a culprit - she unknow-
ingly left her mic on while backstage at a
show in Rio, exposing the fans to some
despicable showbiz dialect. Here's a taste
of what the audience had to hear: "Don't
tell me they're just like letting audiences
fucking stand out there like that. Oh my
god. OK. Let's hurry y'all, seriously. This
is retarded." As you can see, Britney real-
ly dislikes people standing out there and
isn't above using 'retarded' to express her
feelings of exasperation.
And so it's out in the open - people our
age say 'retarded' all the time. We say it so
often and carelessly that it seems to have
lost any significant hurtful meaning. But
still, it has been used to describe a defi-
ciency in a superficial and inconsiderate
way and we all know that. The word
'retard' - as it has come to mean - embod-
ies both ignorance and insensitivity.
It's bad enough that Britney uses the
word, but we're university students. We're
quite familiar with the pitfalls of using
slurs and labels. We should find the term
'retarded' repugnant since it represents the
very things that we have learned to hate.
The fact that we use 'retarded' would seem
to suggest that we haven't absorbed any of
the lessons learned in school.
To me, this is worrisome. If we're
made of such weak moral fabric, then
who's to say there won't be a domino
effect? What's going to be the next BEP
hit song? "Let's worship Satan" Maybe
even, "Let's Kill Some Kittens."
Perhaps I'm getting ahead of myself -
but we still shouldn't use the word. People
still find it offensive - a fact made clear by
the editing of the BEP song to "Let's get it
started." If you can alter your vocabulary
with minimal discomfort to make others
feel more welcome, then you should do it.
Just try to make people happy - this is the
humane... better yet, the Canadian way.
Now I realize more than anybody that
discontinuing the use of 'retarded' is going
to be tough. I'm a greater culprit of over-
use than anyone
I know. I thought about
just changing the ending to 'ant' so that it
would be 'retardant' instead. Here, 'retar-
dant' would mean the antithesis of 'hot'
which is a word that the in-crowd uses to
describe something in a likable way (so
I've read). But then I realized this would
not address the issue, but would worsen
the situation by alienating the protective
coating industry.
Nope, instead I'm going to lead the
way and just stop. For me, the word
'retarded' is a thing of the past. If you
catch me saying it in the halls, you can
punch me in the stomach.
It's the context, not the word
Meanings evolve, don't
limit a word to just one
lain Kent
Guest Columnist
If the shoe fits wear it, right? We've
grown up our entire lives being told that if
something works go with it. So why then,
is it wrong to use a word that fits so well?
The word 'retarded' is an excellent
method of describing a certain state of
mind and should not insult anyone.
When the Hip-Hop Evangelists, Black
Eyed Peas released their musical effort
Elephunk, which included the hit single
"Let's Get Retarded," they were not on a
mission to offend any group of people.
The Peas, like many other young peo-
ple, have realized that the word retarded is
an excellent adjective to describe a certain
state of mind. Will.l.am of the Peas has no
hatred toward the mentally challenged, if
anything the BEP are a very pragmatic
and socially responsible Hip-Hop group,
"Where is the Love?" need I say more.
The Peas have brought front and cen-
tre an issue that is impor-
tant to all - our ability to
utilize the word retarded to
describe either a mental
state or a way of behaving.
The word retarded, as
defined by the Collins dic-
tionary states: "Retarded.
Adj, underdeveloped, especially mental-
ly." This by no means implies that the
word is derogatory, it is society in recent
years that has come to view retarded as a
reference to those who are mentally chal-
lenged.
When learning the English language,
it is recommendedthat you should always
use the word that fits best. In many cir-
cumstances, retarded fits that bill. For
example, when you go out to the Turret,
become obnoxious and start believing that
you can dance, you are not being "happy"
you have gotten "retarded."
To censor a word, merely because at
some arbitrary point in time it came to
refer to a group of people, is preposterous.
To do so is a complete violation of the
right to free speech. Society has obvious-
ly shown that it has accepted retarded as
an word with a singular description and
society will prevail. Another example of
By making the word
retarded a faux pas,
it welcomes further
censorship
using a word with another meaning is
saying to your friend that his mum has a
"sick" body. Are you insulting those with
the flu? NO, you are paying homage to the
excellent physique of his mother.
Much like retarded at one point in time
came to refer to those in society who have
a mental disability, the meaning of the
word has once again changed. Instead of
meaning a group of people, the word
means a mental state that somebody tries
to achieve. To become retarded is to have
a good time, free of inhibitions and
boundaries.
It is hard to disagree with the fact that
by changing the wording of "Let's Get
Retarded," to "Let's get it Started" com-
pletely disrupts the feng shui of the song.
It loses its original meaning and takes
away from the rest of the song. At the
beginning of the song,"Will.l.Am"
explains that "In this context there's no
disrespect." Does that not
enable listeners to realize
that the Peas have no
vendetta towards the men-
tally challenged?
By making the use of
the word retarded a faux
pas, it welcomes complete
censorship of many other words.
"Special" has been used to refer to the
mentally challenged; can we no longer
use the word in other contexts? "Smart"
has been used to offend people of above
average intelligence for years, can we no
longer use the word "smart" to refer to the
way an nice outfit looks? By discontinu-
ing the use of a word, in a harmless con-
text, merely because it refers to something
or someone else in another context is ludi-
crous.
By using the word retarded to describe
how you wish to become with the assis-
tance of alcohol, by no means is meant to
insult a vulnerable group of our society. It
is a word that has come to mean having a
good time without inhibitions, doing
things differently and allowing oneself to
let go of the worldly stresses. There is def-
initely no reason to censor a catchy song
because of a harmless word.
An Open Letter to the
Faculty of Business
Today being registration day it
was one of the first opportunities
for first year students to be intro-
duced to what WLU really stands
for: "We Line Up". Having
myself experienced registration
day in first year I knew what to
expect when I offered to help stu-
dents maneuver the lines. Like
most years the lines were long
and included the usual mix of
administrative miscalculations.
This year's big blunder
appears to be deciding to register
students for business labs on the
same day as registration for regu-
lar classes. This single move
probably doubled the waiting
time for most students. However,
I believe this problem can, and
should, be easily rectified next
year by moving tutorial registra-
tion to another location on cam-
pus or perhaps even another day
all together.
My main concern, one that
unfortunately seems to be a
recurring theme in the School of
Business and Economics, is the
lack of attention to detail being
paid by the department. This was
seen a few weeks ago when Ice
Week teams were mixed up and it
was seen again today with the
scheduling of a tutorial assistant
meeting at 12:30 pm. This caused
a considerable problem, as the
TAs were the ones registering the
first year students in their busi-
ness labs. When the TAs had to
leave, the first years who waited
patiently in line were told to
'come back tomorrow'; despite
the fact that some of them had
already been waiting for over an
hour.
As a proud Laurier student I
would like to express my disap-
pointment at the treatment that
these first year students have
received. As an elected student
representative I would like assur-
ance that this will not happen
again next year.
Sincerely,
Anthony Piscitelli
WLUSU Vice President:
University Affairs
Registration lines were
outrageous
I would like to bring to your
attention a situation that occurred
today in the Theatre Auditorium.
Most first year students enrolled
in BUIII and BUI2I were
required to register for labs
today. I must say that having
viewed the process first hand and
dealt with the students' concerns,
I was extremely dissatisfied with
the process.
I would like to outline to you
a number of concerns that I saw
or that were brought to my atten-
tion throughout the day. The line-
up itself was very confusing to
students and increased the
amount of time many students,
not just those waiting to register
for business labs, had to wait in
line. For long periods of time the
line did not move at all, prompt-
ing students to sit on the floors in
the hallways. Directors such as
myself helped to mitigate this
problem by directing students not
awaiting business lab registration
into another line for course
changes, but this was still a major
problem.
In addition to this, I was sur-
prised to find out there were only
two teaching assistants helping
students register for labs, and one
professor. This comes as such a
shock to me because the School
of Business and Economics knew
ahead of time how many students
to expect, and thus should have
been better prepared. Not only
were too few people available to
help first year students register
for labs, but the schedule that stu-
dents were given stated that they
would be available until 2:00 pm.
Instead, both teaching assistants
informed everyone, myself
included, that they had to leave at
12:30 pm for a meeting. What is
even more surprising is that this
meeting was for their teaching
assistant duties, even though they
were scheduled to be there until
2:00 pm. They stayed until 12:45
pm. At this point Laura Allan
told them to go ahead, and she
would finish registering the
remaining students in line. She
informed me that she had to
leave at 1:00 pm
for a meeting,
the same one as the teaching
assistants had left for.
Myself and some other direc-
tors then informed students wait-
ing in line that registration was
closing at 1:00, and that in order
to be registered in a lab they had
to return the next day at 9:00 am.
Most students were visibly upset;
especially considering many of
them had been waiting in line for
well over an hour. In one
instance, I spoke to a girl who
had waited for almost four (4)
hours. This is completely unac-
ceptable in my mind. A few of
the directors, including myself,
gave out business cards
to stu-
dents who left, and indicated to
them that we would try to get
them to the front of the line the
next morning. Most were still
very upset, and angry at the
entire situation. I was able to
reduce the line to only 20 stu-
dents, and
Laura Allan was kind enough to
stay until 1:30 pm, though also
unhappy about the situation that
she was put into.
In my opinion, there needs to
be better communication within
the School of Business and
Economics here at Wilfrid
Laurier University. This situa-
tion could certainly have been
avoided, and I hope that in the
future things will improve.
Thank you for your consideration
in this matter, and I look forward
to seeing some improvements in
the future.
Regards,
Kevin Spahich
WLUSU Director
Re: Registration lines
were outrageous
Dear Kevin,
Thank you for writing to me. I
agree that this is unacceptable. I
have spoken to the BBA Office
about the problem and have been
advised that in future the regis-
tration for labs with be done on-
line. So, this problem should not
reoccur.
Dr. Scott Carson
Dean ofthe School ofBusiness
and Economics
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You don't know what you've got 'till it's broken
Chris Clemens
Disgruntled Gimp
I recently discovered that
I
don't make a very willing
gimp. Maybe gimp isn't the polit-
ically correct word anymore, I
don't know. Maybe it's been
replaced by something inane and
vague
like "movement-centric
differently abled." But really, no
matter how many ridiculous
euphemisms you disguise it with,
walking like a decrepit old grand-
pa when you're twenty-two is ter-
rible.
Personal injury is one of those
dirty elements of life that nobody
really considers until they're
dragged unwillingly into the
experience. In my case, I was
playing basketball and injury
ambushed me after a lay-up like a
sucker-punching biatch. It wasn't
even very good basketball (I
missed the shot, like a tool) but
my
ankle paid the price. Oh, di'cl
it ever.
Over the course of the next
few days, my ankle ballooned up
and turned tie-dye with bruising.
It was almost like portable enter-
tainment - get stoned and watch
the pretty colours change. When I
put my two feet together, it was
like a before-and-after shot that
you see in beauty marketing.
Before: 300 pounds overweight,
acute case of flesh eating
disease, disturbingly blue
toes. After: boring by com-
parison.
After weeks of X-rays,
crutches, tenser bandages
and multiple visits to clin-
ics, I was starting to get sick of
my wussy ankle. I stopped seeing
it as part of myself and it became
more of an enemy.
"How did you like that, moth-
erfucker?" I would ask nastily
when I put too much weight on
the beleaguered leg and it ached
in protest. Technically, I was only
paining myself but it almost
seemed worth it. In those brief
moments when I stopped caring
about the ankle's well-being, I
felt that it had to pay a price for
holding the rest of me back.
I've seen other people react to
their ailments with similar mal-
ice. With extended or recurring
injuries, a weakened body part
becomes a source of self-
loathing. They become an exam-
ple of our physical frailty, proof
that we aren't invincible. And it's
damn annoying to have to drag
these defects around when they
aren't doing their job properly.
After a while, it just wears you
down and before you know it,
you're screaming at your own leg
and calling it a free-loading
Communist.
Now, from what I know, I'm
sure that not everybody sees
injury this way. I'll bet that some
of you people baby your battered
limbs, stroking them fondly at
night and whispering things like
"Oh muffin-pie, it's going to be
okay." Maybe you view injuries
as yet another sign that there's a
malicious God up there who
wants you dead. I once
knew an
artist-y girl who was constantly
falling down and breaking her
legs - she told me that she almost
looked forward to the next frac-
ture because she would have a
brand new cast to paint up.
If you've never had a long-
term injury or illness, then you
are one of the Chosen and I envy
you bitterly. I may even try to kill
you once
I can walk again. But
for everyone else, injury is a
sourly amusing opportunity to
learn a little bit more about your-
self. When you're under long-
term duress, it's surprising what
parts of your character float to the
surface. Are you good natured?
Partially insane? Patient? A clos-
et sadist?
Gimping yourself may just be
the newest path to self-actualiza-
tion.
Campus Pictorial
Bling, Bling HIV Ain't A Thang? Despite our 40 year history with Cystic Fibrosis, perhaps a rotating
charity selection system should be in place to disperse Shinerama dollars. After all, Laurier University
! Charity Kouncil (LUCK) is far more broadbased in its charity selections.
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An experience of a lifetime! Educational
Consultants I
Volunteer with The Friends Program
Volunteer a few hours weekly during the school day and make
a life long difference to a child.Volunteers are matched by the
Canadian Mental Health Association with children who need
additional support at school. Friends operates in partnership
with the local school boards and helps children 4 - 15 years.
Call 744-7645 ext 317
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CANADA Grad photo's will be taken
beginning Nov 1 at 202 Regina
TELL YOUR FRIEND! SPREAD THE WORD! WRITE IT IN YOUR WLUer!
Sign up begins Oct 1 on Club Laurier.ca if you want to be part of your
class composite and WLU yearbook
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Putin cracks down on rogue journalists
Beatings, drugging and
imprisonment were methods used
to stifle free speech in Russia
KRIS COTE
InternationalEditor
Russian
authorities, acting on
orders "from on high," used
brute force and intimidation to
stifle free speech and journalistic
rights during the recent hostage
crisis in Beslan.
Numerous high-profile and
award winning journalists were
effectively silenced by the gov-
ernment for fear that they would
speak out against the Kremlin.
These abuses are so apparent that
a poll conducted after the crisis
revealed that only 13 percent of
Russians believe the media
reports on the hostage-taking. A
further 85 percent of Russians
believe that news reports were
either manipulated or completely
false.
At Vnukovo airport in
Moscow, Andrei Babitsky, a
radio-reporter for U.S. sponsored
Radio Liberty, was attacked by
two thugs. The men pummeled
Babitsky, who was then arrested
by airport police on charges of
'hooliganism.' Babitsky was not
released until the hostage situa-
tion had concluded.
Known for her scathing
reports on the war in Chechnya,
Anna Politkovskaya became ill
on her flight from Moscow to
Beslan. "There was some kind of
horrible stuff in the tea," claims
Politkovskaya, who writes for the
Moscow based Novaya Gazeta.
She believes that the drink she
had during her flight was poi-
soned.
Politkovskaya cites a nurse,
who during her hospital stay told
her that, "They tried to poison
you. All the
tests taken at the air-
port have been destroyed - on
orders 'from on high', say the
doctors."
Another acclaimed journalist,
Nana Lezhava of the Georgian
based channel Rustavi-2, had a
similar encounter with Russian
authorities. Lezhava, who was
jailed for apparent visa irregular-
ities, believes the coffee she was
given was drugged. Lezhava
slept for the entire 24 hour period
in which she was detained, and
when she awoke, she felt violent-
ly ill. .
Russian journalists
fear that their media
is falling back into a
'Soviet Abyss.'
Gela Lezhava of the Georgian
Drug Research Institute, conduct-
ed tests on the reporter's urine
following her release. Lezhava,
the scientist, concluded that
Lezhava, the journalist, had been
drugged with tranquilizers.
Amro Abdel Hamid, a bureau
chief for the Arabic news channel
Al-Arabiya, was detained by
authorities while on his way to
cover the crisis in Beslan. He was
detained until the crisis had con-
cluded, and still no reason for his
arrest has been given.
Finally, Raf Shakirov, editor
of the paper Izvestiya, was fired
for his coverage of
the crisis,
which was deemed too 'hard-hit-
ting' by critics. The owner of
Izvestiya also has close ties to
Putin, and regularly ensures that
his
paper toes
the official govern-
ment line.
Since her arrest,
Politkovskaya has been an out-
spoken critic of Russia's media
situation. She warned that "if you
want to go on working as a jour-
nalist, it's total servility to Putin."
She also concluded that "we are
hurtling back into a Soviet abyss,
into an information vacuum that
spells death from our own igno-
ranee. All we have left is the
internet, where information is
still freely available."
The coverage
of the hostage-
takings is just one incident in a
long line of crackdowns on jour-
nalism which began when Putin
took power in 2000. In 2002,
journalists were similarly
harassed during the hostage-tak-
ing at the Moscow Theatre.
Contributed Photo
Media censorship in Russia means that Russians are still struggling to understand the events
California's new law is to die for
KRIS COTE
International Editor
Thanks to a new law signed by
Republican Governor Arnold
Schwarzenegger, in the State of
California the act of necrophilia
is now punishable by up to eight
years in prison.
Apparently, the act of having
sex with corpses
in California is
frequent enough to warrant a law
criminalizing it. District
Attorneys led the drive for the
law after they were unable to
punish several offenders for lack
of relevant laws.
Tyler Ochoa, a professor at
the Santa Clara University of
Law, revealed that "nobody
knows the full extent of the prob-
lem... but a handful of instances
over the past decade is frequent
enough to have a bill concerning
it."
Necrophilia is now a
punishable offense;
offenders can spend
eight years in prison
for their actions
Ochoa lamented that before
the law was created, prosecutors
had problems punishing offend-
ers. "Prosecutors didn't have any-
thing to charge these people with
other than breaking and entering.
But if they worked in a mortuary
in the first place, prosecutors
couldn't even charge them with
that," he stated.
Several cases involving
necrophilia in recent years has
brought the issue to the public's
attention. One case involved a
man having sex with the corpse
of a four-year-old girl, but his
case was stalled in a legislative
committee and he was eventually
freed.
In a second case, the accused,
a funeral home employee, was
found passed-out drunk on the
body of an elderly woman. The
man had had sex with the corpse,
but again, prosecutors were
unable to send him to jail.
INTERNATIONAL QUOTE OF THE WEEK
The U.S. "came into Iraq like an elephant astride its war machine."
-Ibrahim Jaafari, Iraqi Vice President.
Contributed Photo
Victims of the governator need not worry thanks to the new
laws concerning
necrophilia
Weapons? No, yes... maybe
KRIS COTE
InternationalEditor
Through a policy termed 'con-
structive engagement,' Britain,
France and Germany have
sought to ease tensions with Iran
over its nuclear weapons policy.
It appears now, however, that
their patience with Iran is begin-
ning to wane.
The European nations have
been praised for their actions,
which stand in the face of the
U.S. position. The U.S. tactic
has been to threaten sanctions,
even invasion, should Iran not
back down from its position.
Meeting in Tehran,
Mohammed Elßaradei, the Head
of the International Atomic
Energy Agency (lAEA), a
United Nations (UN) nuclear
watchdog, could not confirm
that Iran was seeking a new
weapons program.
Speaking to reporters,
Elßaradei said, "Have we seen
any proof of a weapons pro-
gram? Have we seen undeclared
enrichment? There is none of
that." He did, however, declare
that he was not in "a position to
say that everything is peaceful."
The Europeans have tabled a
resolution calling for the lAEA
to create a report on Tehran's
nuclear program. Should this
report conclude that Iran is seek-
ing a new weapons program, the
Europeans would switch diplo-
matic tactics, joining the U.S. in
calling on the Security Council
to enact sanctions.
Hossein Mousavian, Iran's
top delegate to the lAEA, fur-
thered the conflict this week by
declaring that Iran could resume
weapons development "within a
few months" and that the coun-
try had a "legitimate right" to do
so. However, experts see these
actions more as posturing than
as a legitimate threat.
In the meantime, European
and Iranian diplomats continue
to meet behind closed doors.
After attending a recent meeting,
Mousavian told reporters that
"we have nothing against seri-
ous dialogue aimed at providing
assurances that Iran's nuclear
programme will never, never be
diverted to military purposes."
A USAToday article warns
that Iran is gaining too much
control over the area. The article
points out that Iran was more
willing to negotiate immediately
following the invasion of Iraq,
and since U.S. efforts in Iraq
have been slowed by insurgency,
Iran has adopted a more defiant
stance.
"Have we seen any
proof of a weapons
program?...There is
none of that."
- Mohammed Elßaradei, lAEA chief
The article also cites a report
by a British foreign-policy
organization, the Royal Institute
of International Affairs. The
report concludes that
"the real
long-term geopolitical winner of
the 'War on Terror' could be
Iran." This conclusion is based
on the fact that U.S. forces are
otherwise engaged in Iraq, ren-
-
Please see Iran, page
11
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dering them unable to launch a
serious military operation
against Iran. The report also
sees a strengthening of ties
between Iran and Iraq's Shiite
majority. In this situation,
America's allies, Saudi Arabia
and Kuwait, would be on the
wrong side of the balance of
power.
With these conclusions in
mind, it is expected that the
European and Iranian diplomats
will come to a compromise. It is
believed that a more compre-
hensive agreement between the
groups will be reached, with
Iran gaining further conces-
sions.
Mugabe seeks electoral reforms
MARY ERSKINE
Staff Writer
With
a general election
looming in Zimbabwe,
President Robert Mugabe has
sought to ease the political ten-
sion by introducing electoral
reforms.
The political fairness of
recent elections in Zimbabwe has
been a contested issue. In past
years, the struggle between the
governing party, the Zimbabwe
African National Union Patriotic
Front (Zanu-PF) and the opposi-
tion Movement for Democratic
Change (MDC) has been height-
ened.
Mugabe has proposed the new
bill with the intention of curbing
corruption within the voting
process. The bill suggests the for-
mation of an independent elec-
toral body, called the Zimbabwe
Electoral Commission (ZEC),
which would oversee all elections
and referendums.
The
purpose of the ZEC is to
keep the electoral process out of
the government's hands.
The bill is planned to be intro-
duced to parliament next month,
but already the opposition has
made clear their opinion of the
bill. In a statement, MDC leader
Morgan Tsvangirai called the bill
a "cynical attempt to pull the
wool over the eyes of
Zimbabweans and the interna-
tional community" by Mugabe.
In the past months, Tsvangirai
furthered the conflict in an appar-
ent boycott of the election.
However, Tsvangirai has reversed
his position and clarified his
party's stance. "We are preparing
for elections...What we did was
to suspend participation, but we
did not boycott the election."
Charges of electoral
corruption have hurt
Zimbabwe's
international
standing.
The MDC's decision
stemmed from the "unwillingness
to discuss ways to implement the
SADC principles." The Southern
African Development
Community guidelines were
developed and agreed upon by
southern African leaders at a
regional meeting in the city of
Mauritius. Their purpose is to
outline the rules for the running
and implementation of fair and
free elections.
Commenting on the SADC
agreement, Tsvangirai asked the
other signing nations to "push
Mugabe to honour his word, and
do so early enough to have our
elections."
MDC claims of intimidation
have been verified by the
International Parliamentary
Union. Youth militias, created by
Mugabe, have been involved in
attacks on MDC parliamentari-
ans.
Some critics insist that the
MDC criticism of the bill was
rushed, and that the government
has not yet been given a chance to
implement the SADC protocols.
Tsvangirai, however, insists that
the political reality is clear
enough to be grounds for his pas
actions.
The MDC fears that unless
notable changes are made to the
electoral process, the people of
Zimbabwe will lose all hope of a
free and fair election. Tsvangirai
noted that, "fear is now endemic,
especially in the rural areas, thus
destroying the confidence of the
people in the electoral process."
WindowstoheWorld
senate committee that during
investigations of the abuse, he
was informed by the CIA "that
they would not provide me with
the information that I requested."
The senate committee inves-
tigating the abuse of prisoners in
Iraq is considering creating
another committee to simply
investigate the issue of the ghost
detainees. Committee member
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., frus-
trated with the findings,
exclaimed that "the situation
with the CIA and ghost soldiers
is beginning to look like a bad
movie."
The cuixent investigation into the
abusive treatment of prisoners in
Iraq has revealed that up to 100
'ghost detainees' have been held
by the CIA.
A ghost detainee is a prisoner
who is not registered as per
Geneva Conventions. In this sit-
uation, international organiza-
tions, like the Red Cross, are
unable to monitor the prisoner's
situation.
U.S. Army investigations into
the abuse charges have been
hampered by the CIA.
Maj. Gen. George Fay told a
GHOSTS FOUND IN IRAQ
U.S. training is a WMD
Kris Cote
International Editor
For anyone following the
American elections, it is clear
that the military is a powerful
topic. Military background, mili-
tary endeavors, and the future in
Iraq could easily make or break
the election for either George W.
Bush or John Kerry. Sadly, what
isn't being debated is America's
policy of training foreign mili-
taries and militias in 'anti-terror-
ism techniques.'
The School of the Americas
i (SOA), trained right-wing gov-
I ernment forces and the militias of
South America. Since 2001, the
SOA has been called the Western
Hemispheric Institute for
Security Cooperation (WHISC).
While the name has been
! changed, critics contend that the
shame is still the same.
Today, the WHISC trains the
same soldiers, in the same tech-
niques, only now in the fight
; against terrorism
At WHISC, soldiers are
trained to see the world in a clear-
cut way. Anyone who does not
support the government or the
war on terrorism is seen as an
insurgent. Universities, churches
and unions are specifically men-
! tioned in training manuals as
breeding grounds for terrorism.
Even elections are a cause for
concern.
When training manuals used
by the SOA were released in the
nineties, they provided concrete
evidence for the type of training
students received. They described
methods of interrogation, includ-
ing stress techniques and torture,
how to effectively control civilian
populations, and how to conduct
! secret military operations.
Throughout the manuals, there
are few mentions of human
rights.
In 1989, the UN created a
| truth commission to deal with the
! violence in El Salvador. This
; report identified twenty-six offi-
cers who were guilty of commit-
ting mass-murder. The report also
cited that nineteen of these men
had received training at the SOA.
| Other reports documenting the
| violence in Columbia and
Guatemala have also noted that
SOA graduates played a leading
role in human rights abuses.
It is clear that the SOA and
WHISC train soldiers in violent
and subversive methods. While
they claim to be acting in the
name of democracy, their tech-
niques are inherently anti-demo-
cratic. The most disturbing aspect
of WHISC is that it is only one of
more than 275 institutions who
train foreigners in these tech-
niques.
A report by Amnesty
International has linked U.S.
training to military and militia
forces in Rwanda and Indonesia.
Nearly a million people were
killed in Rwanda in 1993, while
thousands of unarmed protesters
were killed in Indonesia in 1991.
Osama bin Laden, the ClA's
number one most wanted man,
was trained by U.S. forces to
fight the 'communist threat' in
Afghanistan.
Amnesty International pinned
the number of foreign military
schools operated by U.S. forces at
275 in 2002, but this number has
ballooned in the wake of 9/11.
U.S. forces seem to target the
most vulnerable and poorest
countries. Campaigns in Malawi,
Chad and Niger are under opera-
tion, while 1,800 troops from
East Africa have already been
trained. It is very telling that the
country with the most students
currently enrolled in WHISC is
Colombia.
The pattern that is emerging
should serve as a warning. The
graduates of U.S. military train-
ing programs have left nothing
but destruction in their wake.
They have killed and 'disap-
peared' countless civilians in
South America, have violently
clamped down on political oppo-
nents throughout the world and
have created programs to fly
planes into buildings. U.S. mili-
tary training programs like the
WHISC are clearly a threat to
world peace
and stability, and
they need to be seen as such.
International*11
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After
years of preaching expansion,
Prime Minister Ariel Sharon's reversal of
policy has "surprised and upset many in
Israel.
Sharon's new plan calls for a with-
drawal from the Gaza settlements and
four West Bank enclaves. Critics contend
that this move will secede the land of
Israel to the followers of Ishmael.
At a rally held outside Sharon's resi-
dence, demonstrators, mostly Orthodox
Jews, denounced the plan and called for
the Prime Minister's resignation. Signs
called Sharon "the dictator," said that he
"would not be forgiven," and stated that
there is "a time to love, a time to hate."
Sharon warned that this climate was
"directing toward a civil war." While a
majority of Israeli's support a withdrawal,
the move is vehemently opposed by
Orthodox Jews. Sharon has extra cause
for concern; in 1995 Prime Minister
Yitzhak Rabin was assassinated by an
ultra-nationalistic Jew over his withdraw-
al policy.
Turkey has broken from the 'coalition of
the willing,' openly criticizing the U.S.
The comments follow the U.S. invasion
of the city of Tal Afar, home to a Turkish
majority.
American forces claim that Tal Afar is
a smuggling hub, with weapons and
insurgents moving between the town and
neighbouring Syria. U.S. Forces also
claim that anti-coalition forces had taken
root in Tal Afar, and had been attacking
"
U.S. and Iraqi forces.
U.S. forces claim to have killed 67
insurgents, while local leaders claim 60
civilians were killed and another 100
injured.
On the surface, Turkey's protests are
based on a concern for human rights.
However, the issue is part of a continuing
spat-between the U.S. and Turkey over
the Kurds of the region.
ISRAEL'S LOOMING CIVIL WAR
TURKEY BREAKS FROM COALITION
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GRADUATING STUDENTS
Apply to Jobs Now! |
Application deadlines begin the week of
September 20, 2004
(e.g. Monitor Group, National Bank Financial,
TD Securities, KPMG).
To date, 18 Employer Information Sessions
have been scheduled for September
and October.
Information Sessions for Imperial Oil and
Canadian Pacific Railway are taking place
this week.
Visit our Web site to register for the
Graduating Student Employment Service
and for updates on jobs, deadlines, and
events!
For further information:
On the Web: www.wiu.ca/career
In person: 232 King Street North
By phone: (519) 884-0710 ext 4495
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I YOU CAN ALWAYS TELL WHO HAS
I ROGERS YAHOO! HI-SPEED INTERNET.
'
There's a whole whack of knowledge just waiting to be discovered online.
With Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed Internet you can find it faster. Research faster.
Download faster. Get that "A" faster. And now you can save
25% on Rogers
Digital Cable and all the educational programming that comes with great TV.
I I I
for the first 8 months on
*°mnitni) — ROGERS Yahoo?
OD HI'SPEED INTERNET
CfIDLE Un
"Free installation. Limited time offer.
WWb \ fl ROGERS
CALL 1-838-ROGERSI OR VISIT ROGERS.COM/STUDENTS
FOR MORE DETAILS.
*Offer
expires
October 31, 2004 PST/GST, or HST andconnection/relocation fees are extra. Cable service discountapplies to Analog Basic arid Specialty Channel packages
only.
This offer valid for installation in Rogers cable-wired areas only andcannot be combined with any other promotion.
A Digital Terminal is required to receive Rogers Digital
ser-
vices. To be eligible for Rogers VIP, you must subscribe to Basic Cable, the UltimateTV Pak and Extra Outlets
YourVIP Membership will include
the rental of your first
standard-
definitionDigital Terminal and Timeshifting. Offer applies only to Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed
InternetExpress and Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed Internet
Extreme. Regular price for Rogers
Yahoo! Hi Speed InternetExpress and Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed InternetExtreme
is just 144,95 per month, plus applicable taxes. Someprice restrictions apply
including a 510 sur-
charge per month for Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed Internetcustomers who are non-cable subscribers The purchase
of a modem is required to receive Rogers Yahooi Hi-Speed
Extreme. Modem cost is $99.95. ' "Professional Installation for Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed Internet is 599.95. To be eligible for Rogers VIP, you must subscribe to
Basic Cable, the
UltimateTV Pak and Extra Outlets. Your VIP Membership will include the rental of youi first Digital Terminal and Timeshifting. Modem set-up
for Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed
Internet
Express:.3.o Mbps download. 384 Kbps upload. Modem et-up foi Rogers Yahoo! Hi-Speed
Internet Extreme: 5.0 Mbps download. 800 Kbps upload. The system is configured
to
maximum modem capabilitieswithin Rogers' own network. Actual speeds online can vary with
Internet traffic, server or other fadors. Offer is based on Rogers accountbeing
in
good standing Subject to error and change at any time without notice. Not available in all
areas. Certain restrictions may apply. '"Rogers, Mobius design, Rogers
Cable, the
other ROGERS and Hl-SPEED INTERNET marks, NOW, YOU CONTROL YOUR INTERNET and YOUR WORLD RIGHT NOW are
trademarks of Rogers CommunicationsInc Used
under
license. Yahoo!', the Yahoo! logos, and other Yahoo! product and service names are the trademarks and/or registered trademarks of
Yahoo! Inc, used under license.
I am Hebron
.
4
1 am a mechanical engineering student I was born in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia My hometown is Mississauga, Ontario
I enjoy laying back and listening to all types of music In my spare time I like to play sports, run or hang out talking
with people [I don't have all the answers] I tend to be a jack of all trades I find that reality shows drive me
insane I think frosted flakes are the coolest I prefer the outdoors to the indoors I am terrified of black ice because you
don't see it coming I see the Embassy as a place of acceptance and love, where I can be myself [I am searching]
this is my church
The Embassy real, different, life.
www.the-embassy.org
Monday Nights at 7:00 and 8:30
Starting September 20th
Federation Hall, UW
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G u i l t y  u n t i l  p r o v e n  i n n o c e n t  b y  t u m i t i n . c o m  
C a n  a  w e b s i t e  r e a l l y  c o n t r o l  t h e  
p l a g i a r i s m  p l a g u e ?  ·  
m e n t s ,  w h i c h  m a k e  i t  i m p o s s i b l e  
t o  s t e a l  o t h e r  p e o p l e ' s  w o r d s .  Y e t  
i n  t h e  g u i l t y - u n t i l - p r o v e n - i n n o -
c e n t  w o r l d  o f  t u m i t i n . c o m ,  s t u -
d e n t s  m u s t  a l w a y s  s u b m i t  t h e i r  
w o r k  i n  o r d e r  f o r  i t  t o  q u a l i f y  a s  
" t h e i r  o w n . "  
g r o u p  m a t e s  a n d  I  r e c e i v e d  a  
m a r k o f O % .  
I n  c o m p l e t e  s h o c k ,  w e  d i s -
c o v e r e d  t h a t  I  h a d  s u b m i t t e d  t h e  
t h a n  i n g r a i n e d  i n t o  u s .  T h i s  w e b -
s i t e  h a s  p r o v i d e d  u n i v e r s i t i e s  
w i t h  a  t e m p o r a r y  s o l u t i o n  t o  a  
l o n g  t e r m  p r o b l e m .  I f  s o m e b o d y  
w a n t s  t o .  c h e a t ,  t h e y  w i l l  e i t h e r  
f i n d  a  w a y  o r  g e t  c a u g h t .  I n s t e a d ,  
e t h i c s  m u s t  b e  e m p h a s i z e d  n o t  
j u s t  i n  k i n d e r g a r t e n  b u t  t h r o u g h -
o u t  o u r  a c a d e m i c  c a r e e r s .  
P A T R I C K  S A M S O N - D O E L  
C o r d  F e a t u r e s  
F
i r s t  y e a r  B B A  w a s  a  w o n d e r -
f u l  l e a r n i n g  e x p e r i e n c e .  
W h a t  I  l e a r n e d ,  h o w e v e r ,  m a y  n o t  
h a v e  b e e n  i n  t h e  c u r r i c u l u m .  
C e r t a i n l y ,  t u r n i t i n . c o m  w a s  n o t  
s u p p o s e d  t o  l e a v e  t h e  l a s t i n g  
i m p r e s s i o n  i t  d i d .  T h e  w e b s i t e ,  
w h i c h  i s  i n t e n d e d  t o  d e t e c t  i n c i -
d e n c e s  o f  p l a g i a r i s m ,  a l s o  s e r v e s  
a s  a n  e q u a l l y  e f f e c t i v e  s t r e s s  
i n d u c e r  f o r  h o n e s t ,  h a r d - w o r k i n g  
s t u d e n t s .  
T h e  u n i q u e  n a t u r e  o f  
b u s i n e s s  
a s s i g n m e n t s  m a k e s  i t  
i m p o s s i b l e  t o  s t e a l ·  
o t h e r  p e o p l e ' s  w o r d s  
P e r h a p s  i f  I  w e r e  a n  E n g l i s h  
o r  F i l m  S t u d i e s  m a j o r  c o m m e n t -
i n g  o n  S h a k e s p e a r e ,  i t  w o u l d  b e  
u n d e r s t a n d a b l e  t h a t  p r o f e s s o r s  
n e e d  t o  c h e c k  m y  w o r k  f o r  i t s  
C a m p u s  p l a g i a r i s m  
M o n l l h a n  o n e - t h i r d  o t  u . s .  c o l l e g e  
l t u d e n 1 s  a c m t  t o  c u U n g  and~ 
i n l o r m a t i o n  f r o m  t h e  I n t e r n e t  i n t o  1 h e i r  
p a p e r s ,  8 C C O i d i n g  t o  a  n a t i o n w i d e  
~Thill's u p  f r o m  1 0  p e r c e n t  j u s t  
t h r e e  y e a r &  a g o .  
S a i j  l 1 e y  c u t  a n d  p . a .  m a t e r i a l s  f r o m  
t h e  l m e m e t  f o r  u s e  i n  t h e i r  p a p e r :  
• • •  3 7 %  . . . . .  
S a i d  t h e y  d o w n l o a d e d  e n t i r e  p a p e n ;  
f r o m  l h e  I n t e r n e t  t o  u s e :  
T h i s  p l a g i a r i s m  g r a p h i c  w a s  
s h a m e l e s s l y  p l a g i a r i z e d  f r o m  t h e  
S t .  P e t e r s b u r g  T i m e s .  T h e r e ,  s e e  
h o w  e a s y  i t  i s ?  
T h e r e  y o u  h a v e  i t .  P l a g i a r i s m  i s  
a n t i - c a p i t a l i s t .  J u s t  a n o t h e r  r e a s o n  
f o r  s t u d e n t s  n o t  t o  d o  i t .  
a u t h e n t i c i t y .  F o r  a  B B A  s t u d e n t  
h o w e v e r ,  s u b m i t t i n g  a  p e r s o n a l  
j o u r n a l  a b o u t  s t o c k  t r a n s a c t i o n s  
s e e m s  r i d i c u l o u s .  S i m i l a r l y ,  a n  
a s s i g n m e n t  d e s c r i b i n g  t h e  c o l l e c -
t i v e  b a r g a i n i n g  p r o c e s s  b e t w e e n  
t w o  g r o u p s  c a n n o t  c o n c e i v a b l y  
b e  p l a g i a r i z e d .  I ' m  t e m p t e d  t o  
s a y  t h a t  i f  y o u  a r e  c r e a t i v e  
e n o u g h  t o  f i n d  a  w a y  t o  p l a g i a -
r i z e  s u c h  a n  a s s i g n m e n t ,  t h e n  y o u  
s h o u l d  b e  r e w a r d e d  w i t h  b o n u s  
m a r k s  f o r  y o u r  i n g e n u i t y .  
R e g a r d l e s s ,  t h e  k e y  h e r e  i s  t h e  
u n i q u e  n a t u r e  o f  b u s i n e s s  a s s i g n -
T h e  C o l l e c t i v e  B a r g a i n i n g  
A g r e e m e n t  w a s  a n  a s s i g n m e n t  I  
w i l l  n e v e r  f o r g e t .  A n  e n t i r e  
m o n t h  o f  m o c k  n e g o t i a t i o n s  a n d  
s t r a t e g i c  p l a n n i n g  w a s  d o c u m e n t -
e d  i n  a  5  p a g e  a s s i g n m e n t .  F o r  
r e a s o n s  t h a t  I  w i l l  n e v e r  c o m p r e -
h e n d ,  t h i s  u n i q u e  a s s i g n m e n t  h a d  
t o  b e  c h e c k e d  f o r  p l a g i a r i s m .  I  
p r o c e e d e d  t o  s u b m i t  b o t h  a  h a r d  
c o p y  ( t o  m y  T A )  a n d  a n  e l e c t r o n -
i c  v e r s i o n  t o  t u m i t i n . c o m .  
O n e  w e e k  l a t e r ,  m y  t h r e e  
w r o n g  
a s s i g n m e n t  
I n t e g r i t y  a n d  h o n e s t y  
a r e  b e i n g  f o r c e d  
r a t h e r  t h a n  i n g r a i n e d  
t o  
t u r r u t m . c o m .  A s  w i t h  t h e  " p l a -
g i a r i z e d  u n t i l  p r o v e n  o t h e r w i s e  
p o l i c y , "  o u r  w o r k  w a s  n o t  q u a l i -
f i e d  t o  r e c e i v e  a  m a r k  s i n c e  i t s  
a u t h e n t i c i t y  c o u l d n ' t  b e  v e r i f i e d .  
M y  b i g g e s t  c o n c e r n  w i t h  t u r -
n i t i n . w m :  i n t e g r i t y  a n d  h o n e s t y  
a r e  b e i n g  f o r c e d  u p o n  u s ,  r a t h e r  
W h a t  I  w a n t  t o  k n o w  i s  w h e n  
I  c a n  s t a r t  u s i n g  t u m i t i n . c o m  t o  
s c r e e n  t h e  l e t t e r s  I  g e t ,  b e c a u s e  I  
s w e a r  m y  g r a n d m o t h e r  h a s  s e n t  
m e  t h e  s a m e  C h r i s t m a s  g r e e t i n g  
t h e  l a s t  6  y e a r s  r u n n i n g .  
A t  t h i s  p r i c e ,  m o m m y  c a n  
c a l l  w h e n e v e r  s h e  w a n t s .  
' L  
T E L U S  T O  T E L U S  2 5  
$ 2 5 / m o n t h *  · .  
Y o u  s i s s y .  
; : t : " T E L U S  
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c a l l i n g ,  t e x t  m e s s a g i n g  &  p i c t u r e  m e s s a g i n g .  
~~TELUS 
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_ WLU Faculty use workshops and pi 
academic integrity is 
Teaching academic integrity at laurier 
DR. DETLEV NITSCH 8r 
DR. MARK BAETZ 
Cord Features · 
W e are pleased to report on a leading-edge effort to help 
incoming first-year students 
understand the sometimes myste-
rious concept known as academic 
misconduct. Almost 600 first-
year BBA students were provided 
with a one-hour information ses-
sion on the subject as part of their 
Orientation Week activities. 
The initiative was prompted 
in part by sev
1
eral incidents last 
year in the Department of 
Business. Some of these inci-
dents revealed a lack of knowl-
edge about the nature of possible 
violations, as well as a lack of 
understanding about the impor-
tance of developing a culture of 
academic integrity. 
Following recommendations 
from another university that 
examined these issues in great 
detail, it was clear that an interac-
tive session would be more effec-
tive than just a lecture. 
Furthermore, large groups, espe-
cially when led by professors, 
would be seen as intimidating 
and would therefore inhibit free 
and open discussion of the issues. 
These observations convinced us 
that it was crucial to organize the · 
nearly 600 incoming BBA stu-
dents into small groups led by 
teaching assistants (TAs), to 
ensure that participants would 
feel comfortable sharing their 
personal experiences in the ses-
sion. As a result, and with support 
from Dean Scott Carson and 
Associate Dean Mitali De, we 
scheduled · a total of 27 different 
sessions, run by some of our most 
experienced TAs, for small 
groups of approximately 20 stu-
dents at a time. 
Session participants were 
asked to complete a survey that 
asked them to assess various 
"specific behaviours that some 
students might consider cheat-
ing". The survey also asked them 
to respond to questions about 
their perceptions of their high 
school experience and their 
expectations regarding academic 
misconduct issues in the universi-
ty environment. 
After the survey, the students 
participated in an interactive dis-
cussion about what constitutes 
academic misconduct, the rea-
sons why academic integrity is so 
important, and some of 
the consequences that can result 
from making ill-considered deci-
sions in response to the pressures 
that the Business program can 
place on them. 
When preparing the content 
of the sessions, we were acutely 
aware of the fact that all the 
research in this area tells us that 
students tend to have very high 
• 
expectations about the academic 
integrity climate that will exist 
here. Above all else, they want to 
have a level playing field for all 
students, whereby each person is 
rewarded and assessed based on 
the merits of their work. A culture 
that rewards those who have 
access to restricted information 
networks, or which is not vigilant 
about detecting and punishing 
cheaters, has no legitimacy. 
Students tend to have 
very high 
expectations about 
the climate of 
academic 
integrity that will 
exist here 
Part of the session was devot- · 
ed to a review of the WLU 
Academic Calendar provisions 
that deal with academic miscon-
duct. It had become apparent to 
us that few students, even in 
upper years of the BBA program, . 
have read these sections, and that 
many are even unaware that they 
exist. Some session participants 
expressed surprise that, for exam-
ple, one can plagiarize ideas as 
well as words, or that it is possi-
ble to plagiarize oneself by hand-
ing in the same paper to different 
courses without prior permission. 
Another area that seems ambigu-
ous to many students is the 
degree to which collaboration on 
individual take-home assign-
ments is permitted. 
Part of the session focused on 
the pride that previous graduates 
of WLU feel about having earned 
their degrees, and that everyone 
who cheats devalues their 
achievement by diminishing the 
university's reputation. 
Formal feedback was solicit-
ed froin alr participants, and the 
responses were overwhelmingly 
positive. Besides widespread 
praise for the TAs who conducted 
the sess.ions, students commented 
on the importance and timeliness 
of the information they had 
received. One student comment-
ed that the session was "a lot of 
help':, that it presented a "very 
caring, optimistic point of view", 
and that the "small size made you 
feel important". This same stu-
dent also noted that this was an 
"important session which should 
be repeated each year". 
Based on an informal email 
survey of orientation activities at 
other universities across Canada, 
we believe that this School of 
Business and Economics initia-
tive represents a pioneering effort 
in reinforcing the importance of 
academic integrity. As a follow-
up, Professors Jim McCutcheon 
and Laura Allan plan to have fur-
ther discussions in their frrst-year 
classes. Because of the strong 
conceptual linkages between aca-
demic integrity and ethics, a fur-
ther benefit will be that the 
results of the survey can be used 
to help introduce the topic of 
business ethics in their 
'Bulll/121 course. Discussions 
on ethics can seem very abstract 
and remote to students, but if they 
are dealing with a topic about 
which they have considerable 
personal knowledge and experi-
ence, they terid to engage with the 
issues in a much more meaning-
ful way. 
We are cutrently analyzing 
the data from the survey, and 
from the feedback provided by 
participants. Based on the results, 
we will modify this activity as 
necessary in an effort to keep 
improving its effectiveness every 
year. This year, we conducted 
similar sessions with groups con-
sisting of incoming MBA stu-
dents, WLU faculty, and WLU 
teaching assistants. The ultimate 
goal is to contribute to the rein-
forcement of a strong culture of 
academic integrity at WLU. 
Dr. Detlev Nitsch or Dr. Mark 
Baetz would welcome any feed-
back or discussion on this topic. 
Please email mbaetz@wlu. 
Academic and research · 
misconduct at Laurier 
4.impersonating another person in an 
examination or test; 
5.buying or otherwise obtaining term 
papers or assignments for submission of 
another person's work as one's own for 
evaluation; 
Ptagiarism is any form of falsely 
crediting ideas and/or material. It 
is essentially the theft of intellec-
tual property. 
sites such as plagiarism.org and 
turnitin.com are being used to 
prevent and detect ,incidences of 
plagiarism. 
Academic misconduct is an act by a stu-
dent, or by students working on a team 
project, which may result in a false eval-
uation of the student(s}, or which repre-
sents a deliberate attempt to unfairly 
gain an academic advantage. Academic 
misconduct includes, but is not limited 
to, the following acts which are present-
ed as _examples or a guide since not 
every possible circumstance can be 
anticipated: 
!.plagiarism, which is the unacknowl-
edged presentation, in whole or in part, 
of the work of others as one's own, 
whether in written, oral or other form, in 
an examination, report, assignment, the-
sis or dissertation; 
6.falsifying, misrepresenting or forging 
an academic record or supporting docu-
ment. 
Research Misconduct includes, but is 
not limited to, the following types of 
behaviour: Many cases of plagiarism occur 
accidentally and entirely out of 
ignorance. 
Oftentimes, students who know-
ingly plagiarize lack confidence 
in their own work and ideas and 
thus resort to stealing from oth-
. ers. 
The most prominent cause for 
plagiarizing is procrastination-
people frequently steal ideas 
when they have run out of time 
to complete a paper or assign-
ment and feel plagiarizing is 
their only option. 
Growing plagiarism can be 
accredited to the vast amounts 
of material avaiiable on the inter-
net about a myriad of topics. In 
response to this problem, web-
Many schools, including facul-
ties at our own school, submit 
students' written work to such 
websites, and if material is not 
original and proper credit is not 
given, then it will be revealed as 
plagiarized. 
The website scans millions of 
published works in addition to 
the many studertlpapers already 
turned in. 
rn some classes, work will not 
even be considered for grading 
unless it . is first turned in and 
reviewed for plagiarism by one 
of these detection programs. 
Compiled by Michelle Pinchev 
2.cheating, which involves the using, 
giving, receiving, or the attempt to use, 
give or receive unauthorized information 
during an examination in oral, written or 
·other form; or, copying an essay, exami-
nation or report, or allowing someone 
else to copy one's essay, examination or 
report; 
3.submitting the same piece of work, or 
a significant part thereof, for more than 
one course without the permission of the 
instructors involved in each course; or, 
submitting an essay or other work which 
has been submitted elsewhere, previous-
ly or at the same time, without the writ-
ten permission of all academic units or 
institutions involved in the submissions; 
l.the failure to recognize by due 
acknowledgment the substantive contri-
butions of others, or the use of unpub-
lished work of other researchers without 
permission, or the use of archival mate-
rial in violation - of the rules of the 
archival source; 
2.the fabrication or falsification of 
research data material, or making a pur-
ported statement of fact or reference to a 
source which has been concocted; 
3.the wilful violation of Senate policies, 
or material failure to comply with Senate 
policies, as they apply to research ethics, 
or to the use of computers, human sub-
jects or animals. 
From the 2004-2005 WLU 
Undergraduate Calendar 
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Student Life
VJ pays Laurier a visit
MuchMusic personality Jennifer
Hollett makes an appearance
APRIL CUNNINGHAM
News Editor
First year
students who partic-
ipated in Shinerama Day
were graced by the presence of
Jennifer Hollett of MuchMusic
last Saturday. The redheaded and
dynamic VJ personality made the
trip to Waterloo to show support
on behalf of MuchMusic, the
national Shinerama campaign's
major sponsor.
"The real experience is to be a
part of it and you can tell that by
the students' faces today," she
said. "The day just flew by."
Hollet spent her time riding
from site to site with the A-Team
as they delivered lunch to partici-
pants.
"Ever since I've been at
MuchMusic, they've been a sup-
porter [of the campaign]," she
said.
Although the VJ did not bring
a camera or crew, she had Much
memorabilia and motivated the
students to work hard to raise
money for Cystic Fibrosis.
"The school not only started
it, but it does a great job," she
said of the campaign.
MuchMusic has made appear-
ances at other universities'
Shinerama campaigns in the GTA
and has always promoted stu-
dents' efforts on the air.
Hollett was both impressed
and intrigued by the spirit evident
on campus and amongst the stu-
dents she met.
"It's almost not fair," she said.
"The spirit needs to be spread
across Canada."
The amount of volunteerism
also impressed her.
"This is something people
want to be a part of."
Hollett said she realized that,
aside from raising money,
Shinerama is also about the day,
the spirit and the energy.
Throughout the day she noticed
that the joyfulness of the students
was "contagious" for the sur-
rounding community. Cars would
honk as they passed by to show
their support.
"That's what's going to keep
Shinerama going," she said. "It
just keeps getting bigger and
stronger as years go on."
The Orientation Week and
Shinerama committees were suc-
cessful at giving first year stu-
dents a valuable experience, she
noted.
The students learned "how to
have fun and also how to care
about what's going on in the
world at the same time."
Hollett has been recognized
for promoting the importance of
having a social consciousness
and being aware of the world
which surrounds us.
She is a graduate of
Communications and Journalism
from Concordia University in
Montreal. She is currently the
host of Much Unleashed and
hosts such programs as Reality
Check and the MuchMusic Radio
Countdown.
She kick-started her career
with Sony Music Canada in the
New Media group and later
appeared frequently on the CTV
network before coming to
MuchMusic.
Jennifer Asselin
News Editor April Cunningham sits in the 24-hour lounge to chat
with Hollett after having visited different Shine sights on Shine Day.
Jennifer Asselin
VJ Jenn Hollett is often recog-
nized for her unique hairstyle.
Will work for peanuts please
JENNIFER ASSELIN
Student Life Editor
There's
no better feeling for a
debt ridden student then that
which they get with the mere
mention of payday. With more
and more students finding it hard-
er to pay their university expens-
es, seeking part-time employ-
ment throughout the school year
seems to be one of the most logi-
cal answers.
In order to help students with
employment needs, Laurier has
hundreds of student jobs that can
be found on campus.
Employment interests in sports,
food and retail can all be found
within the respective departments
of the University.
The Athletic Complex itself
employs over 200 people with
jobs in such areas as lifeguards,
instructors and Hawk Desk staff.
"We have over $250,000
worth of student employment,"
explained Peter Baxter, Director
of Athletics and Recreation. "I
would say I'm actually under
estimating," he continued,
"you're probably actually look-
ing at $350,000."
Most students are hired at the
AC in February and March but
there are jobs that come up
throughout the year and applica-
tions can be found on the
Athletics website.
"We have over
$250,000 worth of
student
employment."
- Peter Baxter, Director of
Athletics and Recreation
Laurier's Students' Union
also provides approximately 275
- 300 student jobs. Although most
positions for the year are filled
back in late March explained
WLUSU VP: Human Resources
Mark Walhout, there are jobs that
become available throughout the
school year.
"Right now we're topping up
our businesses with staff,"
Walhout explained. 'Turnover is
a problem for us as students get
busy," he said.
However, Walhout also point-
ed out the full-time staff's flexi-
bility in understanding students
and their scheduling needs.
In order to apply for a
WLUSU oriented position such
as those business operations in
the Terrace, Wilf's, Turret and C-
Spot, pink applications can be
picked up outside of the WLUSU
office.
The HUB also hires a staff of
approximately 15-20 students
and the OneCard and Resnet
businesses hire part-time students
as well. The Laurier Bookstore
also employs students.
All other applications for jobs
through WLU can be found
online through Career Services or
in hardcopy form in the Career
Services office.
Also posted through Career
Services are Ontario Work Study
Plan (OWSP) jobs. These appli-
cations are for students who meet
certain financial need require-
ments. Student Awards assesses
these applications explained Jan
Basso, Director or Career
Services.
For those students wanting
help with resumes and interview
skills, Career Services also offers
workshops on the topics.
Vocal Cord
Do you
think Shinerama should annually support
Cystic Fibrosis? If not, what other cause would you
suggest?
"Definitely we
should support it
because of the
progress that uni-
versity students
have madewith this
disease. We have
something to be
proud of that we
have already con-
tributed so much to
already.
FIONA MARSHALL
THIRD YEAR
PSYCHOLOGY
"I think it was an
amazing way to
raise money for
such a great cause. I
think maybe each
school should do a
different charity."
ERIN MEYER
FIRST YEAR
KINESIOLOGY
"I think it should be
the same."
DANIELLE VOLPINI,
FIRST YEAR
COMMUNICATIONS
"I think it should
annually support
Cystic Fibrosis that
way it heightens
awareness because
it's the same thing
every year."."
JEFF HALMO
FIRST YEAR
CHEMISTRY
"I think it should
stay the same.
There could be
improvements
though, like with
the car wash."
MAX ST. JOHN
FIRST YEAR
HONOURS BBA
"Yes, I think it
should [stay the
same]. It's been that
way since
the
beginning and peo-
ple know and rec-
ognize us as help-
ing that cause."
ASHLEY LORD
THIRD YEAR
POLITICAL SCIENCE
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Hungry, student Life is
now hiring
for the
position of
ii POOD CRITIC
~WSSL
&
Applications available
Jf in the WLUSP office
DUE Sept. 17
A 4%^
Email cord@wlusp.com
01 call x 3563 for more info
Witnessed a cat fight?
Student Life is now hiring
a weekly columnist to write me£.S&gl
about things that intrigue them
Yummy in my Tummy
BRYN BOYCE
Opinion Editor
CAITLIN HOWLETT
Editor-in-Chief
If
the crawfish could talk, they
might just tell you that Lucy's
SeafoodKitchen has a lot of deep
sea treats, affordable even for the
poorest student. Or more likely
they'd tell you never, ever get
caught.
Opening in early May of
2004, Lucy's Seafood Kitchen is
located on the North corner of
Waterloo Town Square slightly
west of the Rude Native Bistro.
Its Louisiana style menu boasts
everything from traditional
shrimp cocktails, to the undeni-
ably tasty Gator Fingers. It's got
the exotic foods you hear about
movie stars eating and at fair
prices.
Lucy's Happy Hour, which
runs from 3:oopm to 6:oopm,
Monday through Saturday and all
day Sunday, is perfect for stu-
dents. Most entrees and smaller
meals are offered at significant
discounts, our Crawdaddy's
would have been $2.00 less than
regular had it been happy hour
when we dined.
Weekly specials like Buffalo
Shrimp at $4.29 on Saturday and
Jumbo Wings for $0.69 each on
Sundays are just a sampling of
what this seafood kitchen has to
offer to students on a KD budget.
Delving into the world of
fresh fish and seafood began with
a warm greeting and a cozy booth
close to the bar. Stephanie, our
server, was more than hospitable
and offered us a variety of student
options when we asked her. She
recommended the gator fingers
($6.95) and the Cajun
Crawdaddy's ($8.95), which we
heartily agreed to.
The Gator Fingers, boasting
the all-too-common description
"it tastes like chicken" didn't
deserve the trite cliche. The
breaded alligators tasted great
with a chewier texture but cer-
tainly not calamari chewy. Unlike
other breaded appetizers like
mozza sticks, these alligator
strips didn't leave you with a
heavy feeling in your stomach.
Next came the Crawdaddy's..
Arranged artfully on a platter, the
bright red crawfish glistened in
the light as steam rose off their
claws. These miniature lobsters,
fully clothed in their invertebrate
casings, quickly gained our sym-
pathy. Beady little eyes stared at
us no matter which way we han-
dled the creatures, while claws
and tentacles dangled lifelessly.
We started by prodding the craw-
fish curiously and ended the
impressively-sized dish with true
expedience in craw-cracking.
"Shrimpy but not too
shrimpy," was the best taste
description Caitlin threw down,
and the hands-on eating style
made you feel very hunter-gath-
erer.
Once our server returned to
the table, we had decided that
something more exotic than mere
alligator and crawfish was in
order. A fresher, more obscure
main course was delivered in a
timely fashion, piping hot and
artfully arranged. On one plate
was a mountain of what can only
be called perfectly cooked white
rice, and nestled beside it was the
biggest serving of green broccoli
and shards of carrot and zucchini.
A huge slab of barbecued
Blue Marlin (ex-Floridian) steak
lay atop the rice and veggies,
with a jacket of mango habanero
sauce ($16.95).
"Whoa, this is good," was the
most articulate sentence coming
out of our mouths. Both noting a
salty flavour, we returned to the
marlin again and again. During
the off bites, we ventured into the
Nova Scotia Lobster Linguini
with mushrooms, onion and leeks
enveloped in a tomato cream
sauce ($14.95). While Bryn was
quickly disinterested with any-
thing except the marlin, Caitlin
argued that the medley of vegeta-
bles was a pleasant surprise for
someone expecting a large dose
of lobster flavour. It was the per-
fect dish for the pasta lover and
the novice seafood experimenter.
Returning to the mango sauce
and then back to strands of lin-
guini, we dismissed our stom-
achs' plaintive cries to stop and
continued our hedonistic eating
patterns long enough to handle
some dessert.
We opted for a half slice of
Old Fashioned Sweet Potato
Pecan Pie for just $1.95 which
brought back memories a
Thanksgiving pumpkin pie, only
smothered in whipped cream,
pecans
and a drizzle of chocolate
sauce. A heavier dessert, it was
still the perfect way to end the
meal. On the lighter side, Bryn
daintily pierced Lucy's
Homemade Creme Caramel
($4.95). A hint of egg and a sub-
tle flavouring of vanilla, the
dessert was yet again a great way
to end a delicious meal without
having to undo your belt.
The atmosphere was mellow
with the lights dimmed low,
while a gentle light emanated
from a small candle in the middle
of the table. The bustle of the
open kitchen was not so much a
distraction as it was simply back-
ground to a rather affordable yet
unique meal. The service was
prompt, courteous and honest.
Drinks were replaced before
they had a chance to be empty
and excess plates were cleared
promptly and with stealth.
*The Food Review will become a
biweekly feature with a brand
new name once a regular food
critic is hired. Apply now.
Caitlin Howlett
Sweet potato pecan pie (left) and creme caramel (right) were the
perfect homemade desserts to complete the seafood experience.
Caitlin Howlett
A delightful mango sauce covered the barbecued marlin steak
(above) and was nothing short of tasty.
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12:30 Bus leaves WMB for universities
Come for our worship service 0 9:45 am j|^^_
Stay for our student forum @ 11:15 am
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Cocktails at The Turret*! 6:30, Dinner ai 7
SUZUKI BIKE NIGHT
Tickets C spot. (T^l
19+ & Guest List Policy In Effect | for more info visit www.wlusu.com/turret
Fun Page
Across
! I.WLU faculty
5. Oneof colours
11 Ninth letter in Greek Alphabet
12. Native northern Canadians
13. Weird Yankovic
14. What type 'R' stands for
16. Version ofWindows 98
17. Queen-controlled insect
13. Common professor prefix
19, Mouthwash brand
21. Moral trespass
22 To plant seeds
23. Shall not synonym
26. Parking or lawn
28 Vijay , golfer
29. Old Japanese capital
31 To strike
32 Bernard, dog breed
33. Popular iriternei search engine
35. Large, waterfowl
38. General Electric abbr
39 Language from Pakistan
41. 2nd ed. DnD over-god
42 Billy has cameo in Zootander
44 Dans, en Anglais
45. Unreasonable
I
49. Northeast on a compass
50. New York stock exchange abbr.
51. The, in Spanish
52 Maker of peanut butter cups
Down
1 . Underpass, near arts building
2. Bloody , videogame
3. Toronto public transport agency
4 Yachting
5 Slang term for police
6. United Nations acronym
7 A trick or misguidance
8. A dock, sounds like peer
9. Lieutenant abbr.
10. Key to the left of the spacebar
13. To door make again
15. Last inning in a baseball game
17. One more
20 9001 [safety org.j
21 Domingo, capital ofDominican Rep.
23. Baseball position abbr.
24. School subject, or record of past
25. Old console, 16 bit
26. Record of events or fallen tree piece
27. Gets accustom to
30. Female deer
34. To causesleep or rest
35 ."John, Canadian city
36. Wu-Tang Clan member
37 Beckinsale, Underworld actress
40. To eat
43. Bohr, scientist
46 Prescription shortform
47. USA intel agency
48. Air prefix
Last week's answers
to theFROSH
crossword:
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ESL Teacher Training Courses
■ Intensive 60-Hour Program
■ Classroom Management Techniques
■ Detailed Lesson Planning
■ Comprehensive Teaching Materials
■ Internationally Recognized Certificate
■ ]ob Guarantee Included
■ Thousands of Satisfied Students
Oxford Seminars
1-800-269-6719 / 416-924-3240
jONEI WaterlooB
IAXI
Anywhere, Anytime for people or parcels
Airport services
Fast & Courteous Services
ROXX/VVN
'
S
V/ /jl / \JL 11 *i.i 1 kJ
j / ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
JL JL
...where it's all about talent!
MONDAY AMATEUR STRIP NIGHT
Prize $1000 CASH!
EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
WET T-SHIRT CONTEST
$875 IN CASH PRIZES
LADIES NEVER PAY A COVER
KING STREET NORTH WATERLOO AT NORTHFIELD
Tel: 886-7565
/ IMPORTANT INFORMATION FOR FULL AND I
I PART TIME UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS /
Beginning in the fall term 2004 both Full and Part-time undergraduate
students will automatically be enrolled in the Student Health Plan offered by Wilfrid
Laurier University Students' Union.
Coverage is for one year (Sept. 1, 2004 - August 31, 2005) and is ONLY available to
students taking courses in the fall term. If you are already covered under an extend-
ed health plan (this does not mean your provincial health care plan) you may opt out
of the WLUSU plan. If you choose to opt out you must provide proof of coverage and
complete an opt-out form. The deadline date for opting out of the plan is OCTOBER
7th at 4.PM. A Health Plan brochure detailing benefit and opt out information was
sent to you aiong with your first tuition invoice. Benefit details, all forms (including the
opt out form) and a Frequently Asked Questions sections are avilable at this website
link or at the Health Plan office.
http:www.wiusu.com/services/services_heaith.asp
sfßSfflfflSffll l^^^/VLUSUHealthPla^xJffice^^l
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Sports
Heavy-D hands Hawks the victory
Golden Hawks remain
undefeated despite early
offensive meltdown
BRYAN SHINN
Sports Editor
The
announcement was made
shortly after the start of the
third quarter. Over the University
Stadium loud-speakers during a
muggy matinee, it took less than
five words to explain to the pink-
shouldered Hawks faithful how a
lead was possible after five first
quarter turnovers, "Windsor's
total offence: minus two."
In a game that saw Laurier's
offensive unit stage a complete
meltdown in the first quarter and
then return to form for the
remaining three, there was but
one constant. The Hawks'
defence was downright stingy
against a Lancers team that was
the pride of the ball just one week
ago.
Riding high after a surprising
victory over Queens in week one
action, the Windsor Lancers visit-
ed the grids of Seagram ranked in
the Canadian Interuniversity
Sports Top 10 for the first time in
over 20 years. Never shy to spike
the proverbial punchbowl, the
Hawks rode to an'eventual 41 -
27 victory on the coattails of their
efficient defence.
The road to victory was any-
thing but roses for Laurier's
offensive who was pitted against
an aggressive Lancer defence. In
a first quarter littered by what
quarterback Ryan Pyear
described as "dumb, stupid
errors," the senior threw atro-
ciously with two interceptions
and one fumble caused.
"We watched a lot of
film this week, to the
point where we knew
every play. When they
came to the line we
knew what to expect."
- Jesse Alexander, linebacker
On Laurier's second offensive
possession, a Pyear pass was
tipped by a Lancer defender
eventually finding the hands of
280-pound nose guard Alan
Weeks. The big lineman muscled
27-yards to Laurier's seven yard
line to put the Lancers in striking
distance. On second and goal, a
Jon Dent toss found Glenn
MacKay for the major, making
for the only blip on the defence's
dance card early.
Only moments later, a visual-
ly shaken Pyear was errant once
again, as he inadvertently found
cornerback Peter Plesa who ran
49 yards into the endzone to take
a 14-point lead. The Lancers
would later add a safety, making
it a 15-point deficit for the Hawks
by the end of 15.
After the game, Pyear was at a
loss for explaining his poor start,
but made mention of an early hit
that left him shaken.
Nevertheless, the quarterback
was able to respond.
"We knew we still had three
quarters left," he said. "I just tried
to clam down and start over."
The 'starting-over' campaign
was ignited by Pyear as he found
wide-receiver Andrew Baechler
for a 37 yard reception to put the
Hawks in striking distance. After
a sack, the Hawks found them-
selves at 2nd and 21 on the 24
yard line posed to settle for a FG.
Under the pressure of three
Lancer defenders, Pyear calmly
shuffled the ball to running back
Bryon Hickey who marched the
distance, completing the effort in
dramatic fashion by attacking the
goal line head first.
With the score 15 - 8 for the
visitors, Baechler once again
sparked the Laurier offensive as
he returned a punt 58 yards for
his second touchdown of the sea-
son. Kicker Brian Devlin added a
22-yard field goal to give the
Hawks a 18 - 15 lead at half.
From there, the Hawks were
in the driver's seat, adding sec-
ond half touchdowns from Joel
Wright and Hickey. Nick
Cameron had a solid day in the
backfield running for 110 yards
on 20 attempts.
When asked where the inspi-
ration to return to form came
from, Pyear, who went 15 for 27
with 295 yards on the afternoon,
promptly responsed, "When you
have a defence like that you
know you're always in the
game." He concluded, "our
defence just doesn't get enough
credit."
Once again leading the defen-
sive cause was linebacker Jesse
Alexander who collected seven
tackles, two sacks, a forced fum-
ble and an interception. After the
game, Alexander attributed the
strong defensive performance to
being prepared.
"We watched a lot of film this
week, to the point where we
knew every play. When they
came to the line we knew what to
expect," Alexander explained.
For Alexander, the man who
deserves the credit for Laurier's
strong defence is new Defensive
Co-ordinator, Ron
Erin Moor
Andrew Baechler breaks a tackle in the early stages of Saturday's girdiron matchup with Windsor.
Erin Moor
A sea of purple swallow the Lancer offensive early in the third quarter of Saturday's game.
Men blank Western at home
DAN POLISCHUK
Staff Writer
Coming off of a very solid per-
formance on Saturday in a 2 - 0
win over the Windsor Lancers,
the Laurier men's soccer team
didn't let up at all in a 2 - 1 victo-
ry over the defending Ontario
University Athletics Champion
Western Mustangs Sunday at
University Stadium.
Welcoming 2003 All-
Canadian Jason Lyall back to the
line-up after a team imposed sus-
pension, the Hawks were
involved in a chippy affair from
the sound of the opening whistle.
It was a game
that would eventu-
ally produce three yellow cards
and cause a Mustang player to
flip his middle finger at some
jeering fans after receiving one
himself.
With early pressure by the
Mustang's forwards, it looked
like it would have been ? ong
day for Laurier defender But
after riding out the rough opening
minutes, it was the Hawks who
got on the board first. In the 26th
minute, forward Ned Jovanovic,
after having botched a couple of
earlier touches, received a great
pass from Miguel Knox, sped
through the Western defence and
potted the shot into the lower
right corner of the net on a partial
break.
The Hawks began the second
half much like the first - appre-
hensively. That in itself may have
been the cause for the Stangs'
tying goal in the 52nd minute
when an opposing forward was
able to beat the Laurier defenders
and drill a hard low shot to the
inside comer of the net.
Once again though the Hawks
proved their resilience with
Jovanovic coming through in the
clutch, setting up the game win-
ner in the 62nd minute. On what
seemed like a nothing play near
the Western goal line, Jovanovic
sent a simple lob over the goal-
tender, who misjudged its trajec-
tory. Shaun Wigger deposited the
easy header into the open
net.
Laurier continues its season
this week with a rematch against
Western on Saturday in London
and a home date with Queens on
Sunday.
www.laurierathletics.com
Hawks shut down in
doubleheader
MARK HOPKINS
Cord Sports
After a dominating first
inning, the Laurier Golden
Hawks baseball team seemed
well on their way to a victory
over the visiting team from
Guelph. Unfortunately, the
Gryphons had a plan of their
own.
The Hawks sent hard-throw-
ing rookie Tim Lawrence to the
mound, who sent the visitors
down in order to open the ball-
game. The offence proceeded to
take advantage of three Guelph
eiTors and jumped out to a 7 - 0
lead after only one inning of play.
However, Lawrence ran into
trouble in the third, as Guelph
managed to score six runs to
close the gap to a single run.
Hawks' slugger Jordan Bilkas
came through with a clutch two-
run double off the left field fence
in the bottom of the third, which
provided Laurier with a three run
www.laurierathletics.com
Hawks' catcher John Onyett-Jeffries looks for a jump.
- Please see Football, page 22
- Please see Baseball, page 23
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Men's hockey
hires hopeful
Newly appointed hockey head
coach is optimistic about his
men's chances this season
MIKE BROWN
Staff Writer
The recent hiring of Steve Martell
as the new head coach of
Laurier's men's hockey team
marks the end of a tumultuous
time for the team. After the off-
season departure of Mark French,
last year's coach, there has been
an air of uncertainty surrounding
the team and its future.
Martell was quick to give full
credit to his players. "I really
want to commend the athletes for
their character in sticking with
this through a difficult time," he
said.
His empathy with his players
is not surprising given Martell's
track record. His extensive play-
ing career included stints with the
London Knights of the Ontario
Hockey League, the University of
St. Francis Xavier, and profes-
sionally in both the American
Hockey League and East Coast
Hockey League, as well as for
Team Canada's 1996 Spengler
Cup Champions.
"1 want us to compete
every practise, and
learn what it takes to
be successful"
-Steve Martell, Head Coach
His coaching experience is
much less extensive, having
worked solely as an assistant
coach at the University of
Calgary, where he was a doctoral
student, but Martell is convinced
his lack of experience will not be
a problem. "I feel that I have a
competent skill set to tackle any
challenge that is put in front of
me," said Martell confidently.
Moreover, Martell shows a
great deal of confidence in his
new players. "I knew that this
was a good group of kids," he
stated. "That was one of the sig-
nificant factors in me coming
here." In fact, one of Martell's
priorities on his first day in town
was meeting with a number of the
players from last year's team, and
it looks like the Golden Hawks'
squad will boast 16 or 17 return-
ing veterans.
Another priority for Martell in
the time leading up to the team's
October 23rd opener in Toronto is
the search for a full time assistant
coach to aid the program as it
goes in a new direction. Having
only arrived at Laurier this past
Monday, Martell says it's too
early to say what exactly he plans
to change compared to last year's
team, but changes will undoubt-
edly occur.
That being said, there's nothing
overly complex about Martell's
goals for this year's team. Simply
stated, Martell says,"I want us to
grow as a team, and I want the
program to grow." Overall, his
aspirations are fairly straight-for-
ward, but by no means easily
attainable. "Athletically, I want
us to compete every night,"
explains Martell. "I want us to
compete every practice, and learn
what it takes to become success-
ful."
The young coach's goals don't
end with his players: "I'd like the
Laurier community to be heavily
involved with our hockey team,"
explains Martell. He hopes to see
students coming out to watch
what he thinks will be a solid
hockey club, one that desires to
go deep into the OUA playoffs in
a competitive league.
When asked who he views as
this year's top competition,
Martell simply said, "There's a
lot of good teams, but we're
going to concentrate on what we
do."
A degree of uncertainty still
lingers about Laurier's team, but
Golden Hawks can only hope for
good things with the hiring of
Martell. Ultimately, his on-ice
results will dictate his future at
Laurier, but Martell, for one, is
optimistic. "I'm very excited
about the upcoming season," he
states. "I truly believe that
Laurier University has a lot of the
characteristics that I pride in a
university."
www.laurierathletics.com
www.laurierathletics.com
Under the direction of Steve Martell, the men's hockey team will
kick
off the regular season on October 23 in Toronto.
Wingspan
We couldn't be there, but neither
could you. Here's Cord Sports
weekly romp through varsity sports
Ruggers Lose Opener
The Laurier men's rugby team
were unable to squeeze past
rivals, the Waterloo Warriors, in
their season opener last Saturday.
In front of a Waterloo crowd of
nearly 2,000, the Hawks fell
behind early but rallied back
with the help of an Andrew
Ehgoetz penalty kick and a major
by Graham Ball. When Laurier
was unable to capitalize deep in
the Warriors' zone, Waterloo
promptly responded with two
scores pushing their lead to 19 -
10. A last minute try from Jason
Doble was only enough to bring
the Hawks within two.
Women's soccer takes one
of two
The Lady footballers opened
their campaign on the road
against Windsor this past
Saturday. With scoring efforts
from Christine Axe, Renee
Desjardins and Steph Vescio, the
Hawks moved past the Lancers
by a score of 3 - 2. On Sunday
afternoon, the Hawks played
their first home game of the sea-
son in a defensive battle with the
Western Mustangs. Despite
strong efforts in the backfield,
Laurier lost the game one - nil.
Men's kickers shutout
Windsor
The men's soccer team looked at
ease without the services of two
of their stars in the team's season
opener against Windsor. Down
Jason Lyall and Joel Abwunza
due to a one game suspension,
the Hawks put up two scores in
the first half to eventually move
past the Lancers two-nil. Miguel
Knox and Chris DiUbaldo each
netted singles for the squad who
would beat Western on Sunday
action (see article on page 20) to
start the season with two victo-
ries.
Laurier's baseball squad
responds
After being handed two loses by
the Guelph Gryphons in a
Saturday doubleheader (see arti-
cle on page 20), the Hawks were
finally able to get production at
the plate and on the mound on
Sunday. On the road facing the
McMaster Maraunders, the
Hawks rallied behind superb
pitching performances from John
Jurgaitis and Phi Cervoni, to
move past the Marauders 8-0
and 7-2. With the double head-
er sweep, Laurier improves its
record to 4 - 6 on the year.
Hawks get Ranked
After a convincing victory over
the ninth ranked Windsor
Lancers, Laurier's football squad
was rewarded on Tuesday with a
spot in the popular CIS Top 10.
The ninth place ranking marks
the first time this season the
Hawks have been ranked. Many
assumed Laurier would falter in
the 2004 campaign with a young
offensive line and without the
www.laurierathletics.com
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GOLDEN HAWK
UPDATE
Week of
September 11-17, 2004
LAST WEEK'S RESULTS
09/11/04
M Football 40, Windsor 21
M Soccer 2, Windsor 0
W Soccer 3, Windsor 2
M Baseball 9, Guelph 10
M Baseball 4, Guelph 6
09/12/04
M Soccer 2, Western 1
W Soccer 0, Western 1
M Baseball 7, McMaster 2
M Baseball 8, McMaster 0
UPCOMING HOME GAMES
09/18/04
M Rugby vs McMaster,
2:30 PM, Pillars Field
W Rugby vs McMaster,
4:30 PM, Pillars Field
09/19/04
M Soccer vs Queen's,
1:00PM, University Stadium
W Soccer vs Queen's,
3:00 PM, University Stadium
M Baseball vs Brock,
1:00 PM, 3:30 PM
Bechtel Park
www.laurierathletics.com
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Vanmoerkerke.
"[Vanmoerkerke] designed
the defence specifically for these
guys," said the linebacker, who
considers this year's Hawks
defence to be better than last year.
The Golden Hawks will travel
the 401 westbound next Saturday
in the hopes of taking out another
ranked team, the Western
Mustangs, to remain undefeated.
www.laurierathletics.com
Jesse Alexander
Thehawk
list
THE GREAT ONE REMAINS GRAND
When you read this article, Canada will either be
the reigning world champs or a miserable disap-
pointment. Regardless of the outcome of
Tuesday's game it is Wayne Gretzky who contin-
ues to win. In his playing days he was the most
dominant player in the history of hockey.
However, it is his position as Executive Director
of Hockey Canada that has truly ascended the
Great One to legend status. Gretz has done every-
thing including forcing his American daughter to
learn the words of O Canada and perform it in
front of five million people.
VIJAY PISSES ON WEIR'S CORNFLAKES
If a golfer could be hated on for simply winning
a tour event, Vijay Singh is the perfect candi-
date. Last weekend, Singh took Canadian Mike
Weir into a three hole playoff to finally beat him
in the Bell Canadian Open. Ignore the fact that
Singh is atop the money list thanks to a string of
victories and really doesn't need the money or
the ranking. Dismiss that this was the one hun-
dredth anniversary of the Open, exactly fifty
years since a Canadian has won the tournament.
But remember that a Weir victory would have
given him eight tour wins in his career, tying
him with George Knudson for most wins by a
Canadian golfer. It was an ending that couldn't
have been written any better, if Vijay didn't
stick his finger in the pie .
LITTLE GRIFFIN MAKES BIG IMPACT
During the NFL off-season, Denver Broncos
head coach Mike Shannahan traded big name
running back Clinton Portis to the Washington
Redskins for cornerback Champ Bailey.
Shannahan's assumption was that the Broncos'
offensive system was so strong that a well-
trained monkey could succeed in the backfield.
It took only one game for Portis' replacement,
Quentin Griffin, to show his skills and the supe-
riority of the mile high offence. Griffin, who
looks and plays like the next Barry Sanders, ran
for 156 yards on 23 carries including two touch-
downs. Better still, Griffin is as classy as they
come, forgoing a TD victory dance for the 'see-
you-next time' referee ball toss.
THE CURSE OF THE CELINO AND BARNES
When the Buffalo Bills lost their season opener
to Jacksonville this past Sunday, no one was
surprised. No one was surprised that
Jacksonville converted on three fourth downs in
the last two minutes, or that Jacksonville's last
second touchdown thrown into triple coverage
was caught. Western New York lias become a
civilization that expects nothing because, let's
face it, everything they've ever wanted has been
stripped away in the cruellest fashion. For any
causal onlooker it's hilarious.
FEDERER IS BETTERER
As the best Swiss export since it's chalet, Roger
Federer continued his tennis dominance this
past weekend at the US Open with a straight-
sets victory over Lleyton Hewitt in the finals.
Hewitt looked hopeless against Federer's strong
serves and nasty forehand, as the fourth ranked
player went down 6 - 0, 7 - 6, 6 - 0. The win
gives the top-ranked tennis player three grand
slam wins this season, four in his career and
only 10 behind Pete Sampras.
>Sports
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Defence dominant
- Football, from page 20
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ANDRE "RED LIGHT" RASICOT I £ S
WOULD HELP TOO.
Did you know about your vision
coverage??/ Buy ONE Get
Call us for details
ONE FREE!
EYEGLASSES OR CONTACTS
. Buy one complete pair of eyeglasses
& or soft contact lenses at regular
price, and get a second pair FRtE.
Check out our Sunglasses Centre
One Hour service on most
glasses and contact lenses.
/kir>lEl5OUniversity Ave. W.
Campus Court Plaza,
(corner of Philip and University)
9, 2004
CHIROPRACTIC ON CAMPUS
arb you in minj
■■Kr \ %
A A ¥112,/ BACK PAIN
M S
NECK PAIN
fIV)
HEADACHES
Covered by WLU Health Plan
Custom Foot Orthotics also available
WLU HEALTH SERVICES
884-0710 Ext. 3146
cushion after three innings of
play.
This lead did not hold up for
the Golden Hawks, as the
Gryphons attacked again in the
following inning. In an eventful
inning that included a lucky
bounce over the infield, as well as
an infield hit, Guelph put four
more runs on the scoreboard to
take the 10-9 lead. They didn't
look back from that point on.
Anthony lafrate was able to
hold the Guelph offense in check
for the rest of the game, while
collecting two hits of his own at
the plate. The bullpen of the
"It's been like this all
year. We tried hard,
but what can you do?"
- Paul Reidel, Head Coach
Gryphons proved to be rock solid,
as four relievers combined to
blank the Laurier offence for the
final four innings.
Many on the Hawks squad
believe the team is playing better
than their 2 - 6 record. "It's been
like this all year," says Head
Coach Paul Reidel, in reference to
the luck attributed to the team,
"We tried hard, but what can you
do?"
Earlier in the day, the Hawks
sent team captain Derek Rapini to
the mound for the front end of the
double header. Rapini and the
Golden Hawks managed to build
up a 4 - 1 lead at the end of six
innings of play. Unfortunately,
the visiting Gryphons exploded
for five runs in the top of the sev-
enth and never looked back.
Laurier was not able to counter in
the bottom half and ended up los-
ing a close one by a score of 6 - 4.
David Onyett-Jeffries had three
hits and lafrate had four in the
losing effort, including a massive
home run over the left field fence.
www.laurierathletics.com
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Hawks go down swinging, twice
- Baseball, from page 20
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There are a limited number erf residence beds available
for any registered full-time WLU student, including first-
year, senior and possibly graduate students.
Laurier is pleased to offer interested students an
opportunity to experience residence life in fully furnished
residence aceoiwnodations starting in September 2004
for an 8-mortth term,
. Prices start as low as $3,773 up to 55.184 for the eight-
man#) academic term, All utilities included.
Spaces are limited Applications are available in the
Residential Services Office., tested ai 200 King St N.,
8:30 a.m. -12:00 p.m. & 1:00 p.m. - 4:30 p,m. Mon.-FrL
WATERLOO LOCATION OPENNING SOON, VISIT www.canadacomputers.com FOR DETAILS
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Entertainment
Your guide to partying like a rock star
Just in time for the start of the back-to-school
party season, Adrian Ma offers some advice on
how to follow in the footsteps of "nature's perfect
party machine," complete with case studies
ADRIAN MA
Cord Entertainment
Anew school year has begun
and it's a time for celebra-
tion. Once again the streets of
Waterloo are teeming with fren-
zied students on the hunt for a
good time, and damned if they
won't find one. Collective social-
izing, also known as partying, is a
popular aspect of the post-sec-
ondary experience. Partying is an
art form, and one that is general-
ly learned through experience
and not tuition. However, in the
interests of accelerated learning,
Cord Entertainment presents
five simple tips that will increase
your party productivity and
enable you to tear it up just like
nature's perfect party machine:
the rock star.
Tip# 1: Drink So Much You
Almost Die
Rock stars constantly push
musical expression to the limit,
so pushing their bodies to the
brink of oblivion is a natural
extension. Take a cue from the
former front man of The Verve,
Richard Ashcroft, who after a
week of on-tour binge drinking,
collapsed offstage from severe
dehydration. After being rushed
to the hospital, it was revealed
that the "Bittersweet Symphony"
crooner was missing a whole
seven pints of water from his
system.
Tip #2: Trash Really Posh
Hotel Rooms
Historically, rock stars have
been known to participate in a lit-
tle redecorating when on the
road. Bands like the Stones and
Led Zeppelin are notorious for
blowing through Hiltons, leaving
in their wake a trail of shattered
windows, demolished furniture,
and a variety of dubious bed
sheet stains. If you wish to try
your
hand at the rock star version
of While You Were Out, I recom-
mend throwing a 13-20 inch tel-
evision set out a window. Be sure
to stretch thoroughly beforehand,
so as to prevent injury. To
increase your throwing distance,
try doing some upright rows and
standing barbell presses to
strengthen your shoulders and
arms.
Tip #3: Commit Sacrilege In
The Name Of Partying
When one parties like a rock
star, it is imperative to keep the
good times going as long as pos-
sible and sometimes a little cre-
ativity is needed in order to do so.
When Brit-rockers Oasis drank
their hotel bar dry in Sweden, the
notoriously rowdy group turned
to the Church in desperation.
Well, more accurately, they broke
into a church in desperation.
After a fruitless search for com-
munion wine, the rock n' roll
hell-raisers returned to their hotel
only to find the Swedish police,
alerted by several horrified hotel
guests, waiting to arrest them.
Amen!
Tip #4: Have A Lot Of Crazy
Sex With Random Partners
Rock n' roll is sex. The hedo-
nism, the recklessness, the rebel-
lion against moral authority: it's
all part of the sexual allure of
rock music. Rock stars have
more sex appeal than any other
group in society and what better
way to compliment a drug and
drink-fueled night of partying
than by getting down with some
hot-to-trot groupies. The boys
out of Brooklyn's Stetsasonic
certainly got down, so much so
that all six members of the hip-
hop group contracted the STD
gonorrhea. While having loads of
sex is advisable when partying
like a rock star, take it from Van
Wilder and "don't be a fool, wrap
your tool."
Tip #5: Play With Fireworks
Anytime, Anywhere
Pyrotechnics and rock go
together like Dick Cheney and
heart attacks. So it only seems
logical to utilize the portable,
combustible fun of fireworks
while actively partying. A stellar
example is the band Ministry,
whose front man A 1 Jorgenson set
off a scaled-down Symphony of
Fire in the back of his tour bus
while on a highway in Texas. The
near-hysterical bus driver was
forced to make an emergency
stop due to the copious amount of
smoke filling the vehicle. Novice
fire starters should not attempt
such an ambitious party tech-
nique, and are suggested to first
master Roman Candles before
moving onto Catherine Wheels.
Employing these five tips
while you party will elevate your
self-destructive behaviour to
unprecedented levels. So grab a
bottle of Jack, pick up that old
Hitachi 20-inch and awaken the
Andrew W.K. within!
Contributed Photo
Our quide gets the Noel
Gallagher seal of approval;
thanks to us, you too can party
like him
Contributed Photo
Booze, sex, destruction and fire. Rock!
The Church ofThe Hip
Chris Collie
Staff Writer
Now that summer is officially
over, and the days of fall are rap-
idly approaching, it's time to look
back toward the most important
band of the balmier season... and
more specifically, our treasured
troubadours of the Great White
North, no matter what time of
year. Can you think of who it
might be?
I'd wager that any Canadian
born between '74 and '86 knows,
has listened to a truck-load of
their songs, and likely sang along
to "Ahead by a Century" beside
moonlit campfires last summer.
It's the inherent kings of musical
Canadiana: THE TRAGICALLY
HIP (To anyone who guessed
'Wave', please take the CD out of
your rack if it's there and smash it
profusely against the nearest
solid object until rendered un-
playable).
To anyone new to this con-
cept, the HIP is 'Canada's
National Band' and forever part
of your musical manifest destiny.
This fact is even well understood
internationally. Even the United
States got this key to our cultural
fabric when the HIP appeared on
the main stage of the last
Woodstock concert. We all know
that 99.8 percent of the
American-bred attendees were
like 'I'm leaving to grab a light
beer' as soon as the HIP took the
stage, while Canadians ran up
into the pit yelling and scream-
ing, Bill Welychka trailing micro-
phone in hand. Thinking about
this, I have no doubt that the HIP
must have been unavailable to
play at the SARS concert a while
back, because that would have
been the greatest idea ever. At
the time I recall thinking, 'Why
are the organizers booking the
Rolling Stones as headliners - so
stupid - it's a concert in Canada,
you jerks.' But I'm sure it was
just bad timing, because they
would know that if the HIP was
brought in, the whole country
could be counted on to make the
pilgrimage just out of pure duty.
"Start Me Up" is never cranked
before "Bobcaygeon" on the
backyard deck, is it?
If you don't believe me, pay
attention to the upcoming New
Year's season when the HIP
announce they'll be playing the
Air Canada Centre for two
straight nights, and all the seats
sell out in 10 minutes. That's
impressive, considering it's a
prime partying occasion, with
concert goers' time under stiff
competition from other events.
Look, if you're still not con-
vinced, I've got a little story for
you about the eerie power of this
group.
During my younger and less
legally-drunk years, there was
one particular summer weekend
in which the HIP was not as much
cranked yet gently listened to by
my friends and I through a small,
mono, 1980s ghetto blaster while
we were up north. But as we con-
tinually recycled the group's CD
catalogue for hours, and subse-
quently allowed the player to be
subjected to horrendous abuse
from sand, spilled beer, and acci-
dental volleyball smashes, it died
shortly after lam. Needless to
say, we were devastated.
However, later in the night after
our tent collapsed due to rain and
insane water pooling (and of
course not shoddy installation), a
supernatural and unexplainable
event occurred.
At sometime around Bam,
miraculously the HIP began to
quietly play from the little red
stereo - without our assistance, or
turning it on - regardless of how
it was now lying in a pool of
water and quicksand in the cor-
ner. I kid you not - this proves
that the HIP are in fact superhu-
man, and somehow willed this
event to take place with com-
mands from the gods of the
Canadian North.
So please, pay your respects
and appease the HIP because I'm
scared, and don't forget to crank a
little "Poets" this fall. Your soul
might be saved.
Steve-0 invades K-W
CARLY BEATH
EntertainmentEditor
A "unique brand of performance
art" is what is being promised at
Revolution Thursday night,
when Steve-O's "Don't Try This
At Home" tour makes a stop in
Waterloo. While some might
contest the "art" claim, describ-
ing it as "unique" is, if anything,
an understatement.
This is, after all, the man who
rose to fame on the MTV show
"Jackass," performing stunts like
piercing his ass cheeks together
and riding through a car wash on
the hood of a car, wearing only
his trademark leopard-print
thong - not exactly run-of-the-
mill television.
If that's not enough for you,
the live show seems to be shap-
ing up to reach new lows
in
entertainment. The website for
the show is touting a trick called
"The Butterfly" as a probable
sight. The squeamish might want
to stop reading now - The
Butterfly involves Steve-0 affix-
ing his gonads to the inside of
his
leg with a stapler.
Accompanying Steve-0 will
be Wee Man, Ryan Dunn and
the
ever-so-sexy Chris
Pontius
(a.k.a. Party Boy). It might not
be everyone's cup of tea but if
you're a "Jackass" fan this is a
show definitely not to be missed.
Contributed Photo
God only knows what's happening in the part of the picture that we
can't see
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Ear
candy
After the release of her fourth
album, Vespertine, Bjork
retreated into the studio to record
her most honest record to date.
Her new album, titled
Medulla, was created using
nothing more than vocal beat-
boxing and singing. Throughout
the entire album there is a com-
plete absence of instruments
which results in an album that is
organic in every sense of the
word.
Keeping in line with the rest
of her albums, Bjork drafted a
stellar line-up of musicians to
help create her vocal opus.
Appearing on the album is ex-
Roots beat-boxer Rahzel as well
as Faith No More's Mike Patton.
Bjork's past efforts relied heavily
on computers; nonetheless,
rejecting all technology might be
one of wisest decisions the
Icelandic songstress has ever
made.
Medulla consists of some of-
the most intriguing material
Bjork has ever recorded.
Standout tracks include 'Where
Is The Line' featuring Rahzel as
well as the mind-blowing closer
titled 'Triumph Of The Heart.'
For those who haven't lis-
tened to Bjork before, Medulla
is definitely not the first album
you want to purchase. To under-
stand her purpose as a musician,
new listeners should start by get-
ting her debut album, appropri-
ately called Debut. Although it's
very different from Medulla,
Debut lays the foundation for her
next four albums. Each album
serves as a progression of her
thoughts and ideas about music.
Dedicated fans will embrace
this new material and gratefully
add it to their collections of
Bjork albums. Amongst its pred-
ecessors, Medulla stands out
because of its intense musical
dynamic as well as its overall
unique structure. Creating an
album using nothing more than
vocals is a very ambitious task,
but Bjork, as usual, has broken
down all barriers and created a
new sound which furthers the
claim that she is a musical
genius.
Medulla is another beautiful
piece of the bizzare puzzle
known as Bjork.
-Dave Ricci
JackJohnson charms Toronto
with 'Inaudible Melodies'
LEO YU
Staff Writer
Before the Molson Amphitheatre
packed away its summer concert
series last Friday night, it played
host to Jack Johnson, a former
pro-surfer turned musician.
Johnson's laid-back, folksy
sound is like Ben Harper and 311
combined; great for listening to at
a beachside campfire.
The show kicked off with a
solid 30 minute set from
Donavon Frankenreiter, a good
friend of Jack Johnson. Prior to
the show I didn't know too much
of Donavon's work, but from
what I heard and saw, he could
soon have his own cult following.
At the end of his set, the crowd
was brought to its feet by a col-
laboration with Johnson on the
hit "Free."
As Frankenreiter exited, G.
Love and his band. Special
Sauce, took the stage. Love and
Sauce initially put Johnson on the
map when they recorded "Rodeo
Clowns," which also appeared on
Johnson's second LP On and On.
Love's 45-minute set was an
energetic affair as G. Love played
hits from his previous six albums,
utilizing a strange but effective
combination of harmonica, guitar
and
rap.
The set included
racy yet
enjoyable songs such as "Booty
Call" and "My Baby's Got
Sauce."
Finally, around 9:lspm the
mostly drunk and/or stoned
Amphitheatre audience members
staggered to their feet to welcome
Johnson to the stage, to which he
responded modestly, "I can't
believe so many of you
showed
up!"
"I can't believe so
many of you showed
up!"
-Jack Johnson
Johnson opened his set to the
crowd's delight with "Taylor," his
best known single to date, partly
thanks to Ben Stiller's cameo in
the video.
As Johnson proceeded to play
more songs from his first two
albums, the crowd became
increasingly involved in the per-
formance as we clapped our
hands to the G. Love and
Donavon assisted "Mudfootball
(For Moe Lerner)," sang along to
"Flake," "Bubble Toes" and lit
our lighters to "Inaudible
Melodies."
About two hours later,
Johnson ended his set to roaring
applause that inspired an encore
request consisting of the audience
banging on the Amphitheatre's
plastic chairs, which sounded
more like a stampede.
Johnson eventually re-
emerged for an encore set in
which he played new material
from his upcoming album and
finally ended the night with
"Times Like These."
Overall, the concert was very
entertaining from the beginning
to the end, and demonstrated how
far Johnson has come musically
since a 1992 surfing accident left
him with a skull fracture and over
100 stitches on his face.
This is the second time I have
seen Jack Johnson live and he
was even better this time around.
He packed the Amphitheatre in
his first-ever headlining tour, a
testament to the success of his
first two studio albums Brushfire
Fairytales and On and On.
Contributed Photo
Jack Johnson strums solo for a
packed amphitheatre.
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Arts
One bad mother ofa DVD released this week
New on DVD this week is Baadasssss!, a
blaxploitation period-piece and dark horse film
festival favourite directed by Mario Van Peebles
Stefan Sereda
Arts Editor
Getting
the man's foot outta
your ass isn't always easy.
The foot-in-ass removal process
may require the assistance of a
movie. Sometimes, it might even
take two filmic enemas.
Baadasssss/, or How to Get
the Man's Foot Outta YourAss,
is a clever meta-film directed by
Mario Van Peebles about his
father, premiere blaxploitation
director and self-proclaimed
Columbia Pictures "niggerolo-
gist" Melvin Van Peebles. The
movie follows the elder Peebles
as he works on what is now con-
sidered the first film in the blax-
ploitation canon, Sweet
Sweetback's Baadasssss Song.
Following in his father's
cigar-chomping footsteps, Mario
plays his dad, and with Dennis
Haggerty, he adapted his father's
book. Along for the ride through
America's racially-divided late
'60s and early '70s, the audience
bears witness to Melvin's strug-
gle to make a revolutionary
movie about a "real brother."
Putting their feet in Melvin's
anus are the white Hollywood
studios, as well as his own per-
sonal demons. As Melvin battles
the financial problems up his yin
yang, he also engages in mental
duels with his self-doubt and
emotional parlays with his chil-
dren.
Putting their feet in
Meivin's anus are the
white Hollywood
studios, as well as
his own personal
demons.
Cunningly structured, the
story is told through documen-
tary, dramatization and mocku-
mentary. Meivin's, and indeed all
African American's exploitation
at the hands of the Hollywood
cinema, becomes an incendiary
topic through the illuminating use
of stock footage. Additional stock
footage of race riots and protest
from the late '60s are a credit to
the picture, making the film's
racial tensions seem just as rele-
vant 35 years later.
While the mockumentary hits
add historical insights and
humour to the picture, the real
drama and emotional depth come
from the scenes where Melvin
interacts with his children and his
father. One of the more moving
episodes in the Van Peebles story
takes place when Melvin has his
13 year-old son play the young
Sweet Sweetback losing his vir-
ginity. The scenes Mario remem-
bers playing themselves out in his
life seem the most effective in the
film.
The same effectiveness is not
found in some of Baadassss. rs
other areas. The script, though
smartly structured and apparently
accurate, suffers in places from
shallow dialogue. And while
Mario's performance is convinc-
ing and charismatic, some of the
other performances are stinted.
Still, Baadassss! does a good
job of relating a black oppression
period piece to a modern general
audience, as well as offering a
strong father-son story.
Following suit, the DVD version
takes the man's foot even further
out of your ass by offering audio
commentary from both Peebleses
together! Also included is an
interview with Melvin Van
Peebles, wherein he verifies the
personal struggles he goes
through in the film, and elabo-
rates on the obstacles that racism,
STDs and money pitfalls provid-
ed. The whole package will have
viewers convinced that Melvin
Van Peebles created the black
equivalent to Easy Rider, even if
Sweet Sweetback's Baadassss
Song suffers from shoddy film-
making and a miniscule budget.
Artsy added bonus: Look for
Adam West, former star of the
'60s Batman series, wielding his
naked batflab as a movie produc-
er. Holy backfat, Batman!
Contributed Photo
Melvin Van Peebles (right), and Mario, who has the uncanny ability
to wear a toque that says "Badasssss" without looking stupid.
Cliffnotes: Arts events from the
edge... ofKitchener-Waterloo
Baby, I'm a star
Joan O'Doherty's mixed
media exhibit, Lodestar, will
be on display in the Robert
Langen Gallery from
September 8 to September 29.
A reception will be held on
September 15 from 4 to spm.
Admission is free, so business
students be warned, you may
cry yourself to sleep after vis-
iting this exhibit.
Acrylic on campus
Paul Bosch's acrylic on can-
vas exhibit, Gaudete!, will be
on display in the Robert
Langen Gallery from
September 8 to October 2.
The artist will be present for a
reception from 4 to spm on
September 15.
Definitely at U of W
Ron Shuebrook and Bruce
Taylor's exhibit, Indefinite
Space, opens September 16
at the University of Waterloo
Art Gallery, with a reception
from 7 to 9pm. An artists' talk
will also be held on
September 21 at I:3opm. The
exhibit will run until October
28.
#9, #9, #9, #9, #9, #9, #9, #
Vasily Edosenko's Allan
Harding MacKay Source
Derivation MX will open
at
the University of Waterloo
Art Gallery with a reception
on September 16, from 7 to
9pm. The display will ran
until October 28.
FAME!
Information and
audition/interview sign-ups
for the WLU Musical Theatre
Club's production of Fame:
The Musical, will take place
at 10pm on Tuesday,
September 21, in Room A3lB
of the Aird Building.
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Trout served at noon
Guy Few and the Penderecki
String Quartet provide Music at
Noon with an uplifting debut
Caitlin Howlett
Editor-in-Chief
Sadly,
I regret to inform you
that you missed Music at
Noon.
The entrancing sounds of
pianist Guy Few along with the
Penderecki String Quartet was
the perfect way to spend a lunch
hour and my only regret was that
it was not Music All Afternoon.
In retrospect, it was not sur-
prising at all that the Maureen
Forrester Recital Hall was packed
on Tuesday at 12:00pm. Filled
mostly with students, it was a
reunion for many as shouts of
"how was your summer?" carried
through the hall, but the gift
about to enter peoples' ears was
what they were truly in atten-
dance for.
As the lights dimmed, a hush
fell over the crowd and some-
where something banged loudly
against a door. Stringed instru-
ments and artists dressed in con-
cert black emerged from the hid-
den door to the left, and applause
escalated as they made their way
across the stage.
The piercing sound
of the piano played
to the bouncing bows
of the qyartet
s
as if
the music were an
energetic child '
bounding up stairs.
As the Allegro vivace move-
ment of Franz Schubert's Trout
Quintet, Opus 114 began, the
sweet sound made tears well up
in my eyes and forced me to put
down my pen momentarily and
just listen for the sake of listen-
ing.
Few, a Saskatoon native, was
one of the coolest looking piano
players I've ever seen. Spiked
hair and a small earring that glis-
tened in the stage lights gave him
a very youthful appearance, one
that would appeal to such a
young
audience. Along with his
stringed companions, he created a
workout for the upper extremities
as phalanges moved quickly. All
that was seen was a blur of flesh
that produced a sound so crisp
and so clear, no one even dared
move to disrupt it.
By the Theme and
Variations, 112 realized
that nothing could
have interrupted the
flow of the music. It
was simply euphoric.
The Penderecki String
Quartet was founded in Poland in
1986 and has over 20 recordings.
They have recorded discs for
CBC, CMC and EMI labels as
well as others.
The combination of Jeremy
Bell on the violin, Christine Vlajk
on the viola, Simony Fryer on the
violoncello and guest George
Greer on the double bass elicited
a musical stimulation I've never
felt before: the kind that makes
you sit so still that only at the
very end do you realize you've
been concentrating so hard on not
missing a single sound that
you've not shifted once.
The piercing sound of the
piano played to the bouncing
bows of the quartet during the
Andante movement, as if the
music were an energetic child
bounding up a flight of stairs. The
concentration of the musicians
saw brows furrow as the bows
travelled the neck of their instru-
ments, while Few swayed vio-
lently back and forth along his
bench as he struck the ivory keys.
Attacked like a full frontal
war, the Presto (scherzo) move-
ment gave way to the deep boom-
ing sounds of the violoncello and
the double bass. The music stu-
dent beside me bobbed her foot in
time to the beat.
It was at this point that I
found a new appreciation for the
talent, dedication and sheer will
to produce such a distinct and
memorable sound.
Music at Noon awakened my
tired soul.
I smiled along with the bassist
who couldn't help but let the cor-
ners of his mouth turn up as he
bounced his bow in a jovial part
of the movement.
By the Theme and Variations,
I realized that nothing, not even a
wrong note or a cough could have
interrupted the flow of this music.
It was simply euphoric.
The Allegro giusto (finale)
was an unleashing of musical
fury. This was the poignant part
of the concert, where the hair
stood straight on the back of my
neck and the thought of the music
ending was almost too much to
bear.
When the hands finally rested
and the bows dropped from their
instruments, the thunderous
applause that had tried to escape
between each movement erupted
along with a few cheers and
hollers of appreciation. The quar-
tet and Few were called back
twice, as they graciously bowed
after the perfect hour of music.
Editor's Note: Music at Noon
continues on September 21 with
American Ironies - The View
from the Other Side by Michael
Purves-Smith featuring Heather
Shaw (soprano), Alexander
Sebaftian (accordion), Simon
Fryer (cello), Guy Few (trum-
pet/piano) and Rachel Clark
(dancer).
Erin Moore
Paul Bosch's acrylic on canvas Gaudete! exhibit (above), and Joan
O'Doherty's mixed media exhibit, Lodestar, are currently on display
in the Robert Langen Gallery. For information regarding the recep-
tion, see "Cliffnotes" on page 27.
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Cord Arts: Because someone stole The Scream
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